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Abstract 

Nonlinear optical microscopy serves as a great tool for biomedical imaging due 

to its high resolution, deep penetration, inherent three dimensional optical sectioning 

capabilities and superior performance in scattering media. Conventional nonlinear 

optical microscopy techniques, e.g. two photon fluorescence and second harmonic 

generation, are based on detecting a small light signal emitted at a new wavelength that 

is well separated from the excitation light. However, there are also many other nonlinear 

processes, such as two-photon absorption and self-phase modulation, that do not 

generate light at new wavelengths and that have not been extensively explored for 

imaging. This dissertation extends the accessible mechanisms for contrast to the later 

nonlinear optical processes by combining femtosecond laser pulse shaping and 

homodyne detection. We developed a rapid pulse shaper with a relatively simple and 

compact instrument design that modifies the spectrum of individual laser pulses from an 

80 MHz mode-locked laser. The pulse shaper enables simultaneous two-photon 

absorption and self-phase modulation imaging of various nanoparticles in-vitro with 

high sensitivity.  We also applied this imaging technique to study the nonlinear optical 

response in graphene.  Because our technology detects the nonlinear signature encoded 

within the laser pulse itself, we achieve intrinsic contrast of biological and non-biological 

samples in highly scattering media. These capabilities have significant implications in 

biomedical imaging and nanophotonics. 
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1 

 Novel nonlinear optical microscopy 1.

For over than 300 years, optical microscopy methods have enabled biologists to 

observe an enormous variety of small creatures, from microbes to subcellular organelles, 

with ever-increasing spatial resolution and ever-expanding contrasts. Optical microscopy 

is also an essential tool for characterizing microstructures and probing their fundamental 

physical properties.  Along with the development of modern laser technology and 

nonlinear optics, many nonlinear optical processes have been adapted for imaging, 

providing not only structural, but also the chemical information of samples. This chapter 

reviews advances in nonlinear microscopy with a focus on the novel nonlinear contrasts 

recently enabled by pulse shaping techniques. We then introduce the major 

contributions of the work in this dissertation to this emerging field. At the end of this 

chapter, the organization of the rest of the dissertation is described. 

 Introduction to conventional nonlinear optical microscopy 1.1.

Optical microscopy methods can be categorized into two groups: linear and 

nonlinear microscopy, which distinguish signals according to their dependence on the 

intensity of the incident light. Because it takes two or more photons to produce 

nonlinear signals, nonlinear optical microscopy is also known as multi-photon 

microscopy. Pulsed lasers are usually employed to achieve the high peak intensity with 

low average power required for nonlinear optical microscopy [1, 2]. A commonly 

adopted laser system for biomedical imaging consists of a mode-locked laser operating 
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at a few tens of MHz (i.e. one pulse every 10 nanoseconds). The pulse duration usually 

ranges from a few tens of femtoseconds (10-15 s) to a few picoseconds (10-12 s). Pulsed 

lasers can provide much more energy in a single pulse and significantly increase the 

peak intensity, leading to observable nonlinear optical effects at moderate average 

power levels (few mW). Nonlinear optical microscopy with a pulsed laser also 

dramatically reduces the risk of cell damage that can occur when dealing with linear 

microscopy (e.g. the bleaching effect in confocal fluorescence microscopy). Moreover, 

with less energy deposited into the sample, the overall system suffers less adverse effects 

due to heating. 

1.1.1. Advantages of nonlinear optical microscopy 

One major advantage of nonlinear microscopy is the ability to inherently provide 

three dimensional optical sectioning [1, 3]. In the linear regime, contrast is usually due to 

path integrated absorption [4], reflectance[5-9], fluorescence[10-12], fluorescence 

lifetime[13-17], and Raman scattering [18-20]. Therefore, signals from different depths 

accumulate, diminishing the depth information (tight focusing does not help in this case 

because it is the total flux, not the intensity that matters). As shown in Figure 1.1(a), in 

linear microscopy, a cone of fluorescent light can be generated. By using a pinhole 

before the detector (as an aperture), a confocal microscope can reject signals from 

regions other than the focal plane, and hence is capable of producing depth-resolved 

images with raster beam scanning or stage scanning [21-23]. Empowered by the 
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invention of the laser, confocal microscopes are able to provide near diffraction limited 

information in three dimensions [22, 23]. Linear contrasts such as fluorescence, Raman 

and reflectance can be implemented in the confocal arrangement to generate high-

resolution depth-resolved images [21-25]. However, confocal microscopes have some 

limitations in highly scattering media.  First, out-of-focus photons can still register at the 

detector due to random scattering [3, 26]. These photons degrade the contrast, severely 

limiting the imaging depth in heavily scattering media. In addition, because the pinhole 

highly reduces the efficiency of photon collection, longer acquisition time is usually 

needed to obtain a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, limiting the imaging speed.  

 

Figure 1.1: Comparison of single-photon fluorescence (left) and two-photon 

fluorescence (right). Two-photon excitation is localized to the focal volume.  
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In contrast, nonlinear optical imaging methods produce depth-resolved signals 

by selective excitation instead of spatial filtering on the detection side [1, 3]. Because of 

the higher order intensity dependence, the nonlinear signal is created almost exclusively 

in the focal volume of the input laser beam. As shown in Figure 1.1(b), in the nonlinear 

case, the signal production is localized to the focal spot. This strong localization enables 

three-dimensional sectioning without using additional apertures even in a heavily 

scattering medium, because any signals collected necessarily originate from the focal 

volume. This property significantly increases the penetration depth of nonlinear optical 

microscopy into scattering media, such as tissue.  

The second advantage of nonlinear imaging methods lies in the fact that they can 

employ multiple photons in the near IR region (often referred to as the therapeutic 

window shown in Figure 1.2) to excite the nonlinear signal, which requires one visible or 

ultraviolet photon in the linear regime [3, 25, 27]. Near-IR (NIR) light experiences less 

absorption in tissue as compared to other wavelengths. Therefore, using NIR light 

increases the penetration depth of nonlinear microscopy and assists its application in 

imaging cells in vivo [28, 29]. The reduced absorption also reduces the energy deposited 

in the sample which decreases the risk of sample damage. 

A third advantage is the ability to obtain chemically specific information without 

fluorescent labeling. As we will demonstrate later, this is made possible by probing 

various resonant energy levels (electronic or vibrational) in the molecules of interest to 

greatly enhance the desired output signal. By avoiding the use of fluorescent tags, in vivo 
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or in vitro studies of cells may be achieved without disturbance of the natural cellular 

processes and environment.  

 

Figure 1.2: Optical absorption spectra of various tissue components in the 

ultraviolet to infrared wavelength range. The window from 650 nm to 1.3 m 

displays the least absorption and is called the “therapeutic window” for optical 

tissue imaging.  

1.1.2. Conventional nonlinear optical microscopy 

Many nonlinear optical imaging methods have been developed for tissue 

imaging, such as two-photon fluorescence (TPF) [1, 3, 25, 30-34], second-harmonic 

generation (SHG)[8, 35-37], third-harmonic generation (THG)[37-39], and coherent anti-

Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) [2, 40]. TPF based imaging is the most commonly 

utilized and well developed nonlinear imaging technique. As shown in Figure 1.3(a), in 

TPF, a molecule is excited by absorbing two photons of nearly half the energy that is 

required to enable the direct electronic transition. However, only a few species of 

biological molecules fluoresce, and thus, the intrinsic TPF contrast in tissue is significantly 
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limited. To enhance the contrast, exogenous fluorescent labeling is usually needed, but 

labeling can perturb the studied system and fluorophores are prone to photobleaching. 

Additionally in TPF, light generated at shorter wavelengths suffers from strong re-

absorption and scattering, and thus has difficulty reaching the detector. 

 

Figure 1.3: Several nonlinear processes that generate light at different wavelengths 

than what is used for excitation. In CARS (d), p stands for pump, s for Stokes and 

as for anti-Stokes. These processes are easily adopted for nonlinear optical imaging. 

Harmonic generation is an energy conserving process, thus causing minimal 

energy deposition in the sample and lowering photodamage. It does not need external 

labeling and does not suffer from photobleaching. However, severe symmetry 

constraints restrict the range of possible targets for harmonic generation imaging. For 

example, SHG (Figure 1.3(b)) is limited to anisotropic material, such as collagen, 

microtubules, and muscle myosin (used to get intrinsic structural contrast). SHG is 

associated with second order nonlinear susceptibility, (2), which is non-zero only in non-

centrosymmetric molecules. THG (Figure 1.3(c)), on the other hand, is associated with the 

TPF CARSSHG THG

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

p
ps as
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real part of third-order nonlinear susceptibility (3) and is primarily generated at 

interfaces.  

CARS is another third-order nonlinear optical process associated with (3). As 

shown in Figure 1.3 (d), it usually takes two degenerate pump photons and one Stokes 

photon to generate an anti-Stokes photon. The generation of anti-Stokes signal is 

enhanced when the frequency difference between the pump and the Stokes beams 

matches a Raman transition (a vibrational level). CARS provides chemically specific and 

intrinsic molecular contrast. However, the large nonresonant background in CARS 

presents a major challenge in the utility of CARS microscopy [2, 40]. In Chapter 5 we will 

discuss CARS further and introduce a new way to eliminate the nonresonant background 

by using femtosecond laser pulse shaping [41].  

 Novel nonlinear contrasts enabled by laser pulse shaping 1.2.

One common feature of the above mentioned nonlinear optical imaging contrast 

mechanisms (TPF, SHG, THG, and CARS) is that they are all based on the emission of light 

at a new wavelength that is well separated from the excitation light. However, there are 

many other nonlinear optical processes that do not necessarily create new light, for 

example, self-phase modulation (SPM), two-photon absorption (TPA), sum-frequency 

absorption (SFA), ground state depletion (GSD), excited state absorption (ESA), 

stimulated emission (STE) and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), as shown in Figure 1.4. 

Harnessing these optical processes for nonlinear imaging presents great challenges for 
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the nonlinear microscopy community, but it also provides many advantages. Specifically, 

these processes are usually more common and are thus able to provide intrinsic 

molecular contrast. For example, TPA is a required process for TPF, but not all molecules 

that experience TPA are fluorescent, and SPM is ubiquitous in biological and non-

biological samples. ESA and SRS can provide rich chemical specific information on 

molecules with biomedical significance, e.g. melanin, hemoglobin, and amino acids.  

 

Figure 1.4: Several nonlinear processes that do not generate light at different 

wavelengths. Pulse shaping or pulse train shaping can make these processes 

accessible contrasts for nonlinear optical imaging. 

1.2.1. Pump-probe microscopy 

The Warren group is at the forefront of the development of novel nonlinear 

optical imaging techniques utilizing these processes to gain access to previously 

inaccessible endogenous contrasts in biological samples [27, 42-51]. The key behind 

these innovations is the pulse train shaping or pulse shaping technique described below. 
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In principle, any nonlinear optical processes involving a two-beam interaction 

could be adapted for nonlinear optical imaging using a pump-probe type of 

measurement. The basic idea behind pump-probe imaging is the modulation 

transformation illustrated in Figure 1.5. The pump beam (a train of mode-locked laser 

pulses) is modulated at a frequency of a few MHz. This intensity modulation will impose 

an intensity modulation at the same frequency onto the probe beam through the 

nonlinear optical interaction. The amplitude of this transferred modulation is usually very 

small (10-6) but can be measured by sensitive homodyne detection using a lock-in 

amplifier. With the presence of a pump pulse, the probe pulse may gain or lose energy, 

resulting in in-phase (positive) or out-of-phase (negative) modulation in the probe beam 

[27, 45, 52, 53]. For example, GSD and STE induce in-phase signal, while SFA and ESA 

result in out-of-phase signals.  

 

Figure 1.5: Modulation transformation in pump-probe microscopy. Due to the 

cross-talk between the two laser beams, the intensity modulation in the pump 

beam is transferred onto the probe beam. The pump beam is rejected by the filter 

such that the modulation in the probe beam can be measured by a lock-in 

amplifier with zero background. 

The contrast in pump-probe microscopy can be significantly enhanced when the 

wavelength configuration matches the energy level diagrams of certain molecules. 
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Further, the time delay between the pump and the probe pulse provides another degree 

of freedom. The delay trace of the pump-probe signal reflects the temporal evolution of 

the ground state or the excited state population, thereby measuring the molecular 

dynamics of the system and providing molecular specific contrast.   

Pump-probe imaging has been successfully applied for imaging the oxygenation 

of hemoglobin[52], skin pigments (distinguishes eumelanin from pheomelanin)[53, 54], 

and pigments used for paintings[55]. Pump-probe-type STE and SRS microscopy have 

also demonstrated in various applications in biomedical imaging [56-58].  

1.2.2. Spectral reshaping for SPM and TPA measurement 

SPM and TPA only involve a single laser beam. Both processes alter the spectrum 

of the input laser pulse due to cross-talk between different frequency components. 

However, this change is rather small and can be easily buried in the variation caused by 

various linear interactions. One way to extract the nonlinear signature of SPM and TPA is 

through spectral reshaping: the spectrum of the input pulse is shaped in a way such that 

the spectral modification caused by a nonlinear process may produce a detectable signal 

that is unique to each specific physical phenomenon. For example, one can measure the 

nonlinear signal through a hole-refilling mechanism, where a pre-manufactured spectral 

hole is refilled when the pulse undergoes TPA or SPM, and thus the nonlinear signal can 

be measured against zero background [42, 49]. 
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Spectral reshaping techniques can be implemented in a homodyne configuration. 

Instead of completely eliminating the spectral component in the hole, one can leave a 

local oscillator in the hole (LO, a spectral component with cycling phase) to interfere with 

the generated nonlinear signal [44, 59].  In this manner, not only can the weak signal be 

amplified but the phase of the nonlinear signal can also be ascertained, i.e. SPM signal 

can be discerned from TPA signal. The basic principle of the spectral reshaping technique 

has been successfully demonstrated with an amplified laser system operating at 20 KHz 

[44, 59]. However, for fast nonlinear imaging, especially in tissue samples, fast repetition 

rate (mode-locked) lasers and high data acquisition rate are desired. Although our initial 

attempt has shown that rapid pulse shaping for individual mode-locked laser pulses is 

possible[60], the sensitivity of our previous pulse shaping technique is inadequate due to 

the unwanted instrumental background in detection. The current dissertation explores 

the best pulse shapes for spectral reshaping techniques with mode-locked lasers and 

describes a rapid pulse shaper that can create such pulse shapes. 

 Imaging nanomaterials with novel microscopy 1.3.

In this dissertation, we also demonstrate two applications of our SPM and TPA 

imaging: imaging gold nanostars in breast cancer cells and nonlinear optical 

characterization and imaging of graphene. In the 1990s, advances in material science and 

engineering enabled us to manufacture materials and functional structures at the 

nanometer scale, which is smaller than the size of naturally existing cells and many sub-
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cellular organelles [61-63]. These materials have a broad range of applications in industry, 

biology, and medicine [31, 64-66]. Nanomaterial can have much larger and tunable 

nonlinear optical coefficients than bulk material, due to quantum confinement effects 

[67]; therefore our novel nonlinear microscopy technique based on spectral reshaping is 

a promising tool for characterizing the material itself and studying its biomedical 

applications [67, 68]. 

 Outline of the dissertation 1.4.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the 

fundamental principles behind the spectral reshaping technique and explores the effect 

of various pulse shapes for rapid SPM and TPA imaging via numerical simulations. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the experimental realization of the spectral reshaping technique. 

After introducing the general background of laser pulse shaping, we provide a detailed 

discussion on the configuration of a newly designed rapid pulse shaper based on a wing-

cut pulse shape, the optimal pulse shape discussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 4, we 

showcase the application of our novel nonlinear optical imaging techniques for 

graphene characterization and imaging graphene in a biological environment, 

specifically in breast cancer cells. In Chapter 5, we employ a similar pulse shaping 

technique to suppress the nonresonant background in CARS spectroscopy.   
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 Pulse shape optimization for nonlinear optical imaging 2.

by femtosecond pulse reshaping 

This chapter explores the effects of various femtosecond spectral reshaping 

techniques on nonlinear signals. We first introduce the fundamental principle behind the 

spectral reshaping techniques. We then present a systematic numerical simulation to 

investigate the mechanism of nonlinear signal generation with different pulse shapes, 

including the spectral-hole shape and the wing-cut shape. An optimal pulse shape is 

identified with considerations of all possible challenges in implementation.  

 The principle of spectral reshaping 2.1.

When a broadband laser pulse undergoes a nonlinear optical process, one 

spectral component may interact with other components, introducing characteristic 

modifications to the original spectrum, such as spectral broadening or nonlinear 

absorption. Through these interactions certain nonlinear signatures are imprinted into 

the spectrum of the output beam. Pre-shaping the spectrum of the laser pulse in a way 

such that the spectral modifications caused by a nonlinear optical process will lead to a 

unique and measurable effect is thus the fundamental principle behind spectral 

reshaping techniques.  

In the limit of extremely intense laser pulses, the possible observable nonlinear 

processes are almost limitless.  However, the ultimate objective here is imaging sensitive 

materials, such as living tissue, and as a result it is critical to limit the applied power.  In 

typical applications described later, we use much less average power than a laser pointer 
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(5 mW), and roughly 10-7 of the photons actually participate in the nonlinear processes. 

In addition, the materials in general are highly scattering.  So we are primarily interested 

in finding nonlinear optical signatures which are robust, readily detected and separable 

from scattered light. As discussed in Chapter 1, these constraints have restricted 

traditional nonlinear imaging to methods which generate light of a different color than 

the excitation light.  What is new here, and is a primary focus of the Warren group, is an 

extension to processes which do not generate light of a different color, but instead use 

manipulations of the optical pulses (primarily pulse shaping to permit hole refilling and 

homodyne detection)  to resolve the nonlinear signatures.  

To elaborate on this principle, we discuss here the hole-refilling technique 

developed by the Warren group [42, 44, 46, 59], where a pre-manufactured spectral hole 

can be refilled by one of three nonlinear processes: two-photon absorption (TPA), 

saturable absorption (SA) or self-phase modulation (SPM). In the simplest case, TPA is 

assumed to cause an attenuation of the electric field proportional to the instantaneous 

intensity (electric field squared). SA causes an attenuation of the electric field 

proportional to the instantaneous field (linear absorption), plus a correction that is 

positive and proportional to the instantaneous intensity (electric field squared).  SPM is 

assumed to cause a phase shift proportional to the instantaneous intensity (we will be 

more quantitative in the next section).  Figure 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate these effects. 

As shown in Figure 2.1 (top-left), a spectral hole is created at the center of a 

broadband laser spectrum with an initial Gaussian profile. According to the Fourier 
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transform theorem, in the time domain, this particular spectrum is equivalent to the 

combination of a short pulse with higher intensity and a negative long pulse with lower 

intensity (Figure 2.1, bottom-left). If the intensity at the bottom of the hole in the 

frequency domain is zero, the total area of the laser pulse in the time domain must be 

zero by the Fourier transform.  Thus the areas covered by these two Gaussian pulses in 

the time domain are the same but with opposite sign. Because TPA depends on the 

square of the intensity, the short, intense positive pulse experiences much larger 

attenuation than the less intense negative long pulse (Figure 2.1, bottom-right). 

Consequently, the areas of these two pulses are no longer equal. In the frequency 

domain (Figure 2.1, top-right), this imbalance corresponds to a non-zero component in 

the center of the spectrum; the spectral hole is refilled.  

 

Figure 2.1: Two-photon absorption (TPA) refills the spectral-hole in a femtosecond 

pulse spectrum with a negative, real component. Saturable absorption (SA) would 

refill the spectral hole with a positive component (see text). 
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Since TPA is a loss process, the newly generated component is negative (180o out 

of phase), with respect to the incoming pulse. Saturable absorption (a fractional 

attenuation of the laser pulse in the time domain that becomes smaller as the intensity 

grows) would instead produce a larger attenuation of the negative-going portion, and 

would reshape the pulse to produce a newly generated component which is positive (in 

phase with respect to the incoming pulse).  Going forward, we will generally refer to 

images using the real part of the refilling as “TPA images”, with the understanding that 

both TPA and SA can contribute (and as we show later, the sign can change 

experimentally). 

The same principle also applies for the SPM process, as shown in Figure 2.2. SPM 

is a dispersive process, where the energy of the laser pulse is conserved. However, the 

phase of the pulse is modulated by an amount proportional to the instantaneous pulse 

intensity. Consequently, a new frequency component appears on the imaginary axis. 

When the shaped pulse (with a spectral hole in the frequency domain, Figure 2.2, top -

left) enters a Kerr medium, the intense positive pulse will induce stronger SPM than the 

weak negative pulse (in the time domain, Figure 2.2, bottom-right). Again, the areas of 

the two pulses no longer exactly cancel because the intense part has a greater phase 

shift, resulting in new frequency components on the imaginary axis at the center of the 

spectrum (Figure 2.2, top-right). Effectively, the spectral hole is refilled by SPM and the 

added field is 90° out of phase with respect to the rest of the pulse. 
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Figure 2.2: Self-phase modulation (SPM) refills the spectral-hole in a femtosecond 

pulse spectrum with an imaginary component. 

Both TPA and SPM refill a spectral hole but with different phases: TPA, being an 

absorptive process, adds a field that is 180º out of phase (a negative TPA signal is in 

phase), whereas SPM is a dispersive process and adds a 90º out-of-phase component. 

These two contributions appear against zero background (Figure 2.3 (a)) and thus can be 

measured by a photodiode with a band-pass filter which rejects the rest of the spectrum. 

Nonetheless, phase sensitive homodyne detection offers higher sensitivity and the ability 

to discern SPM from TPA [69]. The homodyne detection is achieved by adding a phase 

reference in the spectral hole to serve as a local oscillator (LO), as shown in Figure 2.3 (b). 

The LO with a phase that cycles at a fixed frequency interferes with the generated 

nonlinear signal and leads to a small intensity modulation, which can be picked up by a 

lock-in amplifier. Once the lock-in phase is calibrated (by a pure Kerr material, e.g. glass), 
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the two channels of the lock-in amplifier can measure pure SPM and pure TPA signals 

simultaneously. This homodyne scheme also enhances the nonlinear signal by several 

orders of magnitude due to the amplification effect of the LO. 

 

Figure 2.3: Homodyne detection with a spectral-hole pulse shape. (a), the hole-

refilling signal (red square) in a spectral hole. (b), Spectral-hole with a local 

oscillator (blue bar at 0) for homodyne detection. The local oscillator in the hole 

(with a cycling phase ) interferes with the hole-refilling signal, leading to 

detectable intensity modulation in the spectral hole. 

 Numerical calculation of SPM and TPA signals for shaped 2.2.

laser pulses 

In nonlinear optics, the optical response of a given material can be described by a 

induced polarization P(t) as a power series in the electric field strength E(t) as [70] 
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The quantities (2) and (3) are known as the second- and third-order nonlinear optical 

susceptibilities, respectively. These quantities as well as the polarization and electric field 

are treated as scalars for simplicity in writing Eq. (2.1). However, they are tensors in 

nature. The second-order nonlinear susceptibility (2) is a third-rank tensor, with which 
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the second-order nonlinear polarization P(2) can be expressed as P(2)
i = (2)

ijkEjEk, where i, j, 

k denote the x, y or z component of the electrical field E or the polarization P (vectors). 

This second-order susceptibility can generate observable effects, such as second 

harmonic generation (SHG), but only in the limit where the media is noncentrosymmetric.  

This does happen in tissue (primarily from collagen) but is not very general. The third-

order nonlinear susceptibility (3) is a fourth-rank tensor, with which the third-order 

nonlinear polarization P(3) can be expressed as P(3)
i = (3)

ijklEjEkEl. The full expression of (3) 

has 81 separate elements. However, in centrosymmetric materials, which we consider in 

our experiment, only 21 elements are nonzero (the three terms of the form (3)
iiii, and 18 

of the form (3)
iijj, 

(3)
ijij, or (3)

ijji )[70]. In this thesis, we will be using a single laser pulse to 

generate the nonlinear signals, which is linearly polarized along the x direction (in lab 

coordinates), so the only tensor component we measure is (3)
xxxx. In the rest of this thesis 

we will use (3) as a scalar to represent this specific element. Because our work puts a 

premium on using relatively weak laser pulses, we are principally interested in observing 

nonlinear effects that proceed at low powers of the electric field (yet high enough to 

induce a nonlinear process).  

We can perform numerical simulations of the pulse propagation in a nonlinear 

medium to understand the signal generation in the SPM and TPA processes. A laser 

pulse is described by E(z,) = A(z,)exp[ik0z−iw0]+c.c., where A(z,) is the electric field 

envelope as a function of time,  = t − z/vg. Under the slowly varying amplitude 
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approximation, the propagation equation in a centrosymmetric medium (including up to 

the third-order effect) can be expressed as [71] 
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Note that (3) is complex  and is frequency-dependent, but we will generally not be near 

a strong resonance and the frequency dependence will not be important.  As we will see 

later, (3) is not always independent of laser power. The TPA and SPM coefficients, 2 and 

2, can be expressed by the imaginary and real components of the third-order nonlinear 

susceptibility (3) as [71]  
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The corresponding nonlinear refractive index n2 is thus defined asn2=2 c /w0 such that 

the refractive index n=n0+2n2|A|2. 

The propagation equation Eq. (2.2) can be solved by numerical integration using 

the split-step Fourier transformation method [71]. The temporal dispersion term () is 

treated as a simple multiplication in the spectral domain. The remaining linear terms (0, 

denoting diffraction and attenuation) and nonlinear terms (TPA and SPM) are accounted 

for in the time domain by a recursive solution method for cylindrically symmetric 

geometries [72]. To obtain the electric field distribution in the far field, we calculated the 

diffraction integral of the field given by the nonlinear simulations (for our cylindrically 

symmetric geometry, this has the form of a Hankel transform) [59].  
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 For imaging, focused laser beams are usually employed to achieve larger signal 

strength and higher spatial resolution. To quantify the hole-refilling signal for this 

specific geometry, we approximate the focused beam with a Gaussian spatial profile 

(which, by itself, is the solution for the linear propagation equation): 
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where 
22

0 /1 Rz zzww   denotes the beam radius at a position z, and zR is the 

Rayleigh length. With this Gaussian profile we can obtain an approximate expression for 

the hole-refilling signal by reducing the 3-dimensional equation to an “effective” 1-

dimensional equation. Disregarding the effect of the nonlinearities in the medium on the 

spatial beam profile, we substitute Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4) into Eq. (2.2) and replace the 

remaining radial dependence exp(−2r2/w2) in the nonlinear polarization term by its 

intensity-weighted average of 1/2 to arrive at an effective propagation equation for A0: 
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Assuming a uniform nonlinearity and integrating over z, we can obtain a first order 

expression for the amplitude change as  
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This expression indicates that we can approximate the case of a Gaussian beam focused 

well inside a uniform nonlinear medium as a plane wave traversing a similar medium of 

length zR/2.  

Eq. (2.6) is the core equation we use to simulate the signal generated with shaped 

laser pulses. We start with a transform limited pulse A0() and apply  a complex 

modulation mask in the spectral domain to obtain the desired pulse shape as 
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~
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~
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When we Fourier transform this input spectrum back into the time domain and apply Eq. 

(2.9), we obtain the generated field. Adding this new field to the original and performing 

a Fourier transform yield the total output intensity in the selective spectral region under 

the assumption that the pulse does not change appreciably during propagation. 

 From a spectral-hole to the wing-cut pulse shape 2.3.

To explore the optimal pulse shape for the spectral-reshaping measurement, we 

compute the signal generated by various pulse shapes.  By varying the position and 

spectral width of the LO, we can obtain symmetric shapes, such as the spectral-hole case 

shown in Figure 2.4(a). Asymmetric shapes may also be created, such as the wing-cut 

pulse shape in Figure 2.4(b), where one side of the spectrum is phase-cycled and the 

other is kept static. For detection, we can place the detection window directly inside the 

LO spectrum, and we term this scheme ‘LO detection’. The detection window can also be 

placed outside the range of the LO, because nonlinear interactions affect the entire 
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spectrum. In this case, since the static portion of the spectrum is used for lock-in 

detection. We term the latter scheme the ‘static detection’, where the ‘local oscillator’ 

serves to modulate the spectral changes, rather than probing a fixed spectrum with a 

varying reference field. By ‘static detection’, we can eliminate the potential instrumental 

background resulting from the implementation of the phase cycling while still being able 

to separate TPA and SPM based on their relative phase.  

 

Figure 2.4: (a) The spectral-hole shape, with a phase-cycling LO in the hole.  (b) The 

wing-cut pulse shape. Both shapes are not necessarily symmetric; in (a) the LO can 

be off-center, so does the edge in (b). As the spectral-hole center (0) shifts 

towards the short wavelength and the width () of the local oscillator increases, a 

spectral-hole shape transforms into a wing-cut shape. 

Figure 2.5 compares simulated lock-in signals for shaped pulse trains 

experiencing SPM (left column) and TPA (right column) as a function of the width and 

the position of the LO. In the top row we display signals with a detection window that is 

identical to the LO position (LO detection), whereas in the bottom row the remaining 

(static) portions of the spectrum are detected (static detection).  
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Figure 2.5: Self phase modulation (a, c) and two photon absorption (b, d) signal as 

functions of the LO position and the LO width (measured in units of the bandwidth 

(FWHM) of the unshaped pulse). In the top row (a, b) frequencies corresponding to 

the LO are passed for detection, while the bottom row (c, d) shows the results of 

detecting the static portion. Each point in these figures represents one particular 

pulse shape from the continuum described in Figure 2.4 (the spectral-hole shape is 

marked by white circles, and the wing-cut shape, squares in (a) and (c). For the 

calculations TPA and SPM coefficients are equal in magnitude (scaled2 =2). 

Several features are apparent in Figure 2.5. First, when the LO is at the center of 

the spectrum, both SPM and TPA signals increase with the hole width initially, then 

decrease, since the signal strength depends on the spectral intensity both inside and 

outside the LO. When the LO remains narrow the change is dominated by the increasing 
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LO width (the total power); however, as the width gets increasingly larger, the total 

intensity of the pulse is decreased with an inhomogeneous phase profile (temporal chirp). 

Second, for LO detection, SPM and TPA signal amplitudes scale similarly for a narrow 

hole (in the limit of negligible nonlinear contributions from the LO), but differ as the hole 

becomes wider. This scaling behavior can be discussed later in section 2.5. Basically, as 

the LO gets wider, sensitivity for SPM and TPA measurement is no longer equal. Third, 

for SPM, the LO detection and static detection yield signals of identical magnitude but 

opposite sign, since SPM is energy conserving and the power changes in one component 

of the spectrum are balanced by the other. In contrast, for TPA, this correlation does not 

hold due to its absorptive nature. Fourth, for static detection, maximal TPA and SPM 

signals are obtained with a relatively narrow LO in the center, as indicated with ovals in 

Figure 2.5 (c) and (d). The wing-cut geometry (indicated by rectangles) generates about 

80% of the maximal TPA and 95% of the maximal SPM signal. However, this small 

sacrifice in signal is outweighed by the simplicity of implementation, e.g. the detected 

light no longer needs to be filtered with a sharp and narrow optical band-pass filter. 

Finally, as we will show in Chapter 3, compared to our previous LO detection setup in 

[60], which is represented by circles in the top center in Figure 2.5 (a) and (b), our wing-

cut shapes (squares) produce  larger signals by increasing the detection spectrum and 

much less background by measuring the static portion. 
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 Optimizing the wing-cut pulse shape 2.4.

The wing-cut pulse shape enables the measurement of SPM and TPA signals with 

a relatively simple apparatus; a long-pass filter is used for pulse shaping and a short-pass 

filter for detection. In previous calculations (Figure 2.5), we measured either all of the 

spectral components in the LO range or all of the spectral components outside of it. 

However, it is not clear which of these two schemes is the most efficient for signal 

detection. To find the optimal cut-off wavelengths (edges) for the short- and long-pass 

filters, we carried out numerical calculations, taking into account the attenuation of the 

long-wavelength spectrum in the phase cycling branch.  

From Figure 2.6, we obtain a globally optimal configuration for both SPM and 

TPA signals along the diagonal of the 2D chart given by the coordinate (LPF = 0.4 FWHM, 

SPF = 0.4 FWHM). SPM also displays a local optimal configuration around (LPF=0.4 

FWHM, SPF = -0.4 FWHM). For simplicity, we assume that the edges are infinitely sharp 

(100% rejection or transmission) for LPF and SPF in the numerical calculation. However, 

in reality, the edges of both SPF and TPF have finite widths, making the theoretical global 

optimum not feasible. Therefore, in our experiments we choose the local optimal 

configuration for SPM measurement. This is also one of the reasons why the theoretical 

optimal spectral-hole case in Figure 2.5 is not experimentally feasible. Given a specific 

LPF for pulse shaping, we have a fairly large range to tune the SPF edge (by tuning the 

incident angle) to achieve the best signal detection, as shown in Figure 2.6. The SPM 

signal may change sign under certain configurations, due to the fact that the SPM signal 
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generated at different frequencies has different response, and this will be discussed in 

the next section.   

 

Figure 2.6: Nonlinear signals for different wing-cut pulse shapes. Parts (b) and (c) 

plot the SPM and TPA signals as functions of the position of the long pass filter 

(for pulse shaping) and the short pass filter (for detection). The configuration in (a) 

corresponds to the local optimum for SPM measurement, the center of the blue 

cloud in part (b). 

 Quantification of the nonlinear signal  2.5.

2.5.1. Signal generation with wing-cut pulse shapes 

For wing-cut pulse shapes, the generation of SPM and TPA signals can still be 

interpreted as a ‘hole-refilling’ effect of a four-wave-mixing process ((3) effect). For plane 
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waves, the nonlinear polarization at the anti-Stokes frequency (the short wavelength) 

created in a four-wave-mixing process can be written as[70] 

 )()()(),,,()( *

PrPrPr

)3(

SSPPSPASAS EEEp wwwwwwww  , (2.8) 

where, wS, wP, wPr, wAS are frequencies of the Stokes, ES, pump, EP, probe, EPr, and anti-

Stokes beam EAS. In our experiment, all frequencies are provided in a single femtosecond 

laser pulse and we consider only nonresonant contributions to (3), and thus we treat (3) 

as frequency-independent. For a broad spectrum, an integral over frequencies is needed: 
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Here,  is the shaped spectrum including the long-wavelength spectrum with a cycling 

phase =2ft. The interference term between the short-wavelength reference and the 

generated nonlinear polarization can be written as  

 ..)()( * ccpdI
SPF

AS  


w
www . (2.10) 

where wSPF is the edge of the short-pass filter. We can write our final lock-in signal (at 

frequency f) as ISPM = SPM Re[(3)] and ITPA = TPA Im[(3)], and generally SPM ≠ TPA. The 

ratio of the two signal components is proportional (but not equal) to the ratio of 

susceptibility components: ITPA/ISPM = Im[(3)]/Re[(3)]. The proportionality factor 

depends on the specific pulse shape, which in turn depends on the position of the 

edge filters and the attenuation in the phase-cycling spectrum.  
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For pulse shapes with a weak, narrowband LO, the sensitivity for the SPM 

measurement is the same as for the TPA measurement and therefore we obtain  =1 

(section 2.5.2). However, for pulse shapes where a substantial portion of the spectrum is 

phase-cycled, the sensitivity of SPM and TPA measurement differs. As shown in Figure 

2.7, the SPM signal generated at different frequencies may switch signs. Therefore 

integration over a wider spectrum may lead to lower SPM signal. For TPA, there is no 

sign change.  As a result, the simple 1-to-1 correspondence does not hold and a 

numerical integral is required to calculate the  value for a specific pulse shape.  also 

depends on the phase profile of the laser source (i.e. chirp). Further discussion of the 

chirp effect will be carried out in section 2.5.3.  Ultimately, this  factor can be 

determined by measuring well calibrated samples, as will be shown in section 2.5.4. 

 

Figure 2.7: SPM and TPA signal intensity at individual wavelengths. In this 

calculation, the position of the LPF filter is indicated by Figure 2.6 (a); TPA and 

SPM coefficients are of the same magnitude (2 =2). 
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2.5.2. The special case for a weak, narrowband local oscillator 

If we only create a weak LO in the spectral-hole (i.e. the spectral width is much 

narrower as compared to the FWHM of the spectrum), we can assume that the LO 

portion of the beam is too weak to contribute to nonlinear interactions. Therefore we 

can avoid having to perform multiple propagations of pulses with different phases of the 

LO. Consequently, we only need to propagate one pulse without a LO according to Eq. 

(2.6) and let the resulting field interfere with a known LO of varying phase. The total field 

we obtain in the spectral-hole thus can be expressed as: 

 )()(
2

)()exp()(
2

22 
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Here, Aw is the pulse given by the static wings shown in Figure 2.3(b). The signal 

measured by the lock-in amplifier is the 1-f modulation of the integrated optical power 

in the spectral-hole, which can be written as 

   sincos 22

2
 LOww AAAS . (2.12) 

These two terms are measured simultaneously by the two channels of the lock-in 

amplifier as the TPA signal and the SPM signal. According to Eq. (2.12), the ratio of SPM 

signal to TPA signal is exactly the ratio of the real component of (3) to the imaginary 

component of (3), or in  other words, =1.  
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2.5.3. Effects of temporal chirps 

 

Figure 2.8: The effect of 2nd order chirp on SPM and TPA measurement. In this 

calculation, the configuration of filters is given by Figure 2.6 (a) and TPA and SPM 

coefficients are of equal magnitudes (2 =2). 

The signal measured with the wing-cut pulse shape is integrated over a broad 

spectrum; therefore the phase profile of the original spectrum may have a significant 

effect on the signal. We calculated the signal with an uncompensated second order chirp 

and plotted the result in Figure 2.8. The first order and third-order chirp have much less 

influence because the phase-cycling spectrum and the detected spectrum possess 

opposite phases and somewhat cancel out. According to Figure 2.8, the residual 

uncompensated 2nd order chirp mixes the signal from the SPM and TPA channels. 

However, since these two signal components remain orthogonal, it is always possible to 

choose a lock-in reference phase such that one channel measures only SPM and the 
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other measures only TPA. In Table 2.1, we listed the calculated reference phase for 

selective 2nd order chirps.  The residual chirp also changes the sensitivity SPM and TPA, 

and modifies the  factor, according to Table 2.1.  In our numerical simulations we 

observed that the maximum nonlinear signal, in terms of amplitude, is generated when 

the frequency components are in phase, signifying ideal experimental conditions (i.e., 

chirp-free). 

Table 2.1: Lock-in reference phase for select values of 2nd order chirp and the 

corresponding  factor. 

2nd order chirp  

(fs2) 

Reference 

Phase () 


-400 0.519 1.256 

-200 0.2775 1.329 

-100 0.1422 1.347 

0 0 1.358 

100 -0.1422 1.357 

200 -0.2775 1.345 

400 -0.519 1.327 

2.5.4. Determining the  factor experimentally 

For our experiments, we chose filters that correspond to the broad local optimum 

for SPM, as shown in Figure 2.6. For this specific filter configuration,is calculated to be 

2.4 for an un-chirped input pulse. To determine experimentally, we compare our data 

to Figure 4 in [59] where TPA and SPM were measured in a 20 mM solution of 

Rhodamine 6G (R6G) in methanol. In this reference, a narrow-hole pulse shape was used, 

corresponding to =1. Using this reference and experimental data, obtained with our 

pulse shaper in a similar sample, we obtain = 1.7. This value is smaller than the 
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calculated value for a transform-limited pulse (= 2.4).  We attribute this discrepancy to 

residual uncompensated chirp in our system (for example, second order chirp that 

increases the pulse duration to 1.5 times the transform-limited case would yield  = 1.6). 

Even in the absence of a reference standard,  can be calibrated by detecting only a very 

small portion of the spectrum, albeit at the expense of lower signal levels. 

 

Figure 2.9: SPM and TPA measurement of a quartz cuvette filled with 20 mM 

Rhodamine 6G in methanol. The beam is focused by a 10x objective, 0.25 NA. Input 

power is 1.5 mW and the lock-in time constant is 100 ms. From this result,  is 

calibrated to be 1.7. 

 Conclusion 2.6.

In conclusion, we have systematically studied the signal generation with various 

pulse shapes for the spectral reshaping technique. We have shown the smooth transition 

from the spectral-hole shape to the wing-cut shape and obtained the optimal pulse 
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shape, while also considering the ease of implementation.  The wing-cut pulse shape 

simultaneously measures SPM and TPA but with different sensitivity. The ratio between 

SPM and TPA detection sensitivity can be experimentally calibrated, making our 

technique a truly quantitative imaging method. 
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 Rapid pulse shaper for spectral-reshaping imaging 3.

This chapter focuses on the innovation of a new rapid pulse shaper which creates 

the wing-cut pulse shape described in Chapter 2 at MHz rates. We will first introduce the 

basic knowledge behind femtosecond pulse shaping and several principles for designing 

a rapid pulse shaper. We will then explain how the previous rapid pulse shaper [60] 

works and why it fails to provide the required sensitivity for imaging.  Following a 

detailed description of the new rapid pulse shaper, we will briefly introduce the rest of 

the experimental setup, the instrument control and the data acquisition process. Several 

experimental results will be presented, to demonstrate the validity and usefulness of the 

new rapid pulse shaper. 

 Femtosecond laser pulse shaping 3.1.

The most intuitive way of modifying the shape of a laser pulse (a packet of 

electromagnetic waves) is through wave modulation in the time domain, similar to the 

way in which amplitude-modulation radio broadcasting works. According to the Fourier 

theorem, one can equivalently shape a pulse in the spectral domain or the Fourier space, 

e.g. FM radios.  In the latter case, the laser spectrum is spatially dispersed such that a 

spatial mask can be applied to selectively alter individual frequency components of the 

laser pulse. Since there is no physical process that can be turned on and off fast enough, 

most successful femtosecond laser pulse shaping techniques operate in the spectral 

domain.  Advancements in laser pulse shaping techniques over the past few decades 
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have enabled the generation of laser pulses with arbitrary waveforms [73, 74], thus 

making a strong impact in areas such as nonlinear fiber optics [75, 76], high-field physics 

[77-79], and ultrafast spectroscopy and microscopy [42, 44, 45, 49, 73, 80-82] . 

3.1.1. 4-f pulse shaper for spectral pulse shaping 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic of a standard 4-f configuration (top view). G1 and G2 are the 

gratings to disperse and recombine input and output laser pulse. L1 and L2 are the 

input and output lenses with focal length f. The spatial mask is placed at the 

Fourier plane.  

A femtosecond laser pulse shaper usually takes the 4-f configuration illustrated in 

Figure 3.1 [74]. A diffraction grating (G1) is placed at the back focal plane of the input 

lens (L1) with focal length f.  G1 disperses the input beam into its frequency components, 

mapping color onto an angle. This angularly dispersed beam is then collimated by L1 

causing different frequency components to become parallel to each other, focusing each 

component to the Fourier plane, thus mapping color onto a spatial position. The 

amplitude and phase of each individual frequency component can be modulated 
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(simultaneously or separately) by placing a spatial mask in the focal plane (or Fourier 

plane).  After the modulation, these spatially dispersed frequency components are 

collected by lens L2, placed one focal length away from the Fourier plane, and 

consequently focused onto and recombined by grating G2 into a single beam. This 

symmetric setup prevents undesired modifications of the shaped pulse, e.g. spatial and 

temporal chirp. In implementation, reflected gratings can be replaced by transmission 

gratings or prisms and the pair of lenses can also be substituted by a pair of curved 

mirrors. Our implementation is shown in Figure 3.2 and employs all reflective optical 

elements to avoid chromatic aberration from the lenses and to make our setup more 

compact.   

       

Figure 3.2: Schematic of an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) based 4-f pulse shaper. 

The first order diffraction beam is employed for pulse shaping. RF denotes the 

radiofrequency pulse;  is the diffraction angle.  

For a simple pulse shape (e.g. a partially masked spectrum), a fixed spatial mask 

in the focal plane could be used. For many applications, however, programmable spatial 
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masks that can manipulate both the amplitude and phase of the light are desired. Two 

instruments are commonly used for this purpose, liquid crystal spatial light modulators 

(LCLSMs) and acousto-optical modulators (AOMs). Both devices are able to manufacture 

laser pulses into arbitrary waveforms. AOM-based pulse shapers were invented by 

Warren’s group; they enabled fast update of the waveform which is essential to our 

spectral reshaping technique, and thus these are our main focus in this dissertation [83]. 

For more information on the LCLSM-based pulse shaper, please refer to reference [74].  

In an AOM, a transducer is attached to a tellurium dioxide crystal as shown in 

Figure 3.2. A radiofrequency (RF) pulse drives the transducer and creates an acoustic 

wave in the crystal which acts as a diffraction grating for the incoming femtosecond laser 

beam. This grating is effectively static for the femtosecond laser pulse (the acoustic wave 

propagates only 10-5 of the acoustic wavelength during the 100 fs duration given a 

speed of the acoustic wave at 4.2 km/s). Nevertheless, the phase of the diffracted beam 

(employed for pulse shaping) is shifted by the phase of the acoustic wave in which the 

beam is diffracted, while its amplitude is controlled by the local intensity of the acoustic 

wave. Therefore we can impart any modulation onto the spectrum of the input laser 

pulse by programming the waveform of the radiofrequency pulse.  

One major advantage of an AOM-based pulse shaper, as compared to a LCSLM-

based one, is its dynamic feature: the pulse shape can be updated at a rate of 200 kHz (it 

takes the acoustic wave about 5 s to propagate over a 2 cm AOM crystal), while the 

LCLSM can only operate at a few hundred Hertz at most. This means we can shape 
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individual pulses coming from an amplified laser system operating at the kilohertz level. 

A shorter crystal can increase the update rate but with a trade-off in spectral resolution.  

For the discussion in this dissertation, we limit ourselves to the ‘traditional’ pulse 

shapers in a sense that the pulses are still sparse in time: there is huge time gap between 

pulses. Combining the pulse shaping methods we discussed here with frequency comb 

technology, which produces optical pulse trains with a well-defined frequency spectrum, 

enables the generation of optical arbitrary waveforms. To learn more about this topic 

please refer to a recent review by Cundiff and Weiner [84].  

3.1.2. Rapid pulse shaper with a 4-f configuration 

Manufacturing each individual pulse from a mode-locked laser operating at an 80 

MHz rate into an arbitrary shape is extremely challenging, if not impossible, due to the 

inadequate update rate of the programmable spatial masks. However, it is feasible for 

the specific pulse shapes we discussed in Chapter 2, since only the phase of selected 

spectral components is rapidly cycling at the MHz rate and the spectral selection remains 

the same from pulse to pulse. If we use two separate units to realize two functions, 

spectral selection and phase cycling, rapid pulse shaping can be achieved. This basic 

principle makes the design of a rapid pulse shaper at MHz rates feasible.  

In our first generation rapid pulse shaper for the hole-refilling measurement [60]  

an AOM-based telescope is employed to impose the cycling phase and a folded 4-f 

pulse shaper is used for spectral selection. As shown in Figure 3.3, an AOM is driven in 
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the continuous mode acts as a frequency shifter for the diffracted beam (upper arm, or 

the local oscillator (LO) arm). The AOM splits the input pulse train into two arms and 

recombines them after both beams are shaped individually and retro-reflected.  The 

diffracted and undiffracted beams are vertically displaced at an angle twice the Bragg 

angle of the acoustic wave grating. Both beams are collimated and sent into a static 

folded 4-f pulse shaper, which we will call the spectral selection unit. The beams are 

spectrally dispersed using a diffraction grating (DG) and focused using a cylindrical lens 

(CL) onto a large end mirror (M) which is placed at the Fourier plane.  This folded 4-f 

configuration guarantees minimum beam distortion. A fixed mask is placed in front of 

the end mirror to create a hole in the undiffracted beam (the lower one), producing the 

static wings for the desired pulse shape. The mask is placed as close as possible to the 

mirror to obtain the highest spectral resolution. No spatial mask is needed for the LO, 

since the LO is relatively weak as compared to the wings. The overlap of the portion 

outside the hole will be eventually rejected by the band-pass filter for detection. Note 

that both beams travel through the same optical components (common path mode) 

achieving interferometric stability. 
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Figure 3.3: Rapid pulse shaping with a common-mode interferometric pulse shaper 

with a 4-f configuration. The acousto-optic modulator (AOM) acts as the splitter 

and combiner for the interferometer arms. It also shifts the frequency of the local 

oscillator (LO) arm. The spectral selection is performed by the folded 4-f pulse 

shaper. DG, diffraction grating; CL, cylindrical lens; M, end mirror. The output is 

vertically displaced by tilting the end mirror and isolated using a pick-off mirror. 

When the reflected beams are recombined by the AOM, they are diffracted for 

the second time. The output consists of the undiffracted wings and the double-diffracted 

LO. The end mirror is slightly titled to provide a vertical offset such that the output can 

be picked off by a mirror. If the AOM is driven at a frequency fRF = mfrep+f, where m is 

an integer and frep is the pulse repetition rate, then the double-diffracted LO beam is 

frequency shifted by 2f. Therefore, the relative spectral phase of the LO (double-

diffracted) rotates at a frequency of 2f with respect to the wings (undiffracted) of the 

pulse spectrum. This creates the required spectral-hole pulse shape (with LO) for the 

spectral reshaping technique (hole-refilling), without any AOM update rate restrictions. 

 The two single-diffracted beams (the undiffracted LO and the diffracted wings 

from the second time through) can be collected and serve as an optical reference. The 
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forward diffraction (first time through) and the backward diffraction (second time 

through) creates the same amount of frequency shift (f) but with opposite sign. Due to 

the spectral overlap outside the spectral hole, these two single diffracted beams interfere 

and create an intensity modulation at 2f. This modulated signal can be recorded by a 

photodetector and be fed into the lock-in amplifier as a reference. This optical reference 

is phase-locked to the output beam and thus substantially improves the stability of the 

lock-in detection. 

With this 4-f rapid pulse shaper pumped by an 80 MHz Ti:Sapphire mode-locked 

laser, we measured TPA and SPM signals of a quartz cuvette filled with 30 mM 

Rhodamine 6G (R6G). The sample was translated through the laser focal volume, created 

by a 10x objective, to obtain a z-scan trace.  For comparison, a z-scan trace obtained 

with a 4-f AOM-based pulse shaper shown in Figure 3.2 pumped by an amplified laser 

system (Coherent, RegA) is also displayed in Figure 3.4(a). TPA and SPM signals can be 

clearly distinguished: TPA is only present in the sample containing R6G, while SPM is 

present in the sample as well as the glass, as indicated by the shaded regions in Figure 

3.4 (a).  Figure 3.4(b) displays results obtained with the mode-locked laser and the 

interferometric pulse shaper operating at a 10 MHz modulation frequency (f = 5 MHz). 

Similar qualitative features are observed when comparing the data in Figure 3.4 (a) and 

(b). However, in the mode-locked case, a significant background is present relative to the 

signal intensity. This background can be suppressed by measuring the double-frequency 

signal (20 MHz), as shown in Figure 3.4 (c), but at the expense of reducing the absolute 
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signal. Note that this result is achieved by 50 mW laser power with 5 ms averaging. This 

sensitivity is not acceptable for imaging in tissue samples, which has much background 

noise. To perform SPM/TPA imaging at a moderate power level (a few mW) the 

background has to be significantly suppressed. 

 

Figure 3.4: TPA and SPM measurements in a quartz cuvette filled with 30mM 

Rhodamine 6G in methanol using an amplified laser with 0.25 mW input power 

detected at 5 kHz (a) and a mode-locked laser with 52.5 mW input power detected 

at 10 MHz (b) and 20 MHz (c). The lock-in time constant was set to 3 ms for all 

experiments (only for comparison). Adopted from Ref. [60]. 
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3.1.3. Origin of the background 

The undesired background shown in Figure 3.4 (b) has two origins – spectral 

leakage and intensity fluctuation. Due to the finite resolution one can achieve in the 4-f 

pulse shaper, there is always a spectral overlap at the edges of the spectral hole, no 

matter how sharp the spatial mask. Consequently, the two rising edges of the band-pass 

filter in detection need to be steep; otherwise, even a slight leakage into the detection 

window can induce enormous background in detection. The leakage can be reduced by 

increasing the width of the spectral hole while maintaining the window for detection. 

However, the relative signal is also reduced, since the pulse energy decreases and the 

spectral reshaping induces the largest refilling near the edges. Because of this significant 

tradeoff between the background suppression and signal generation, tuning the width of 

the spectral hole can only marginally improve the signal-to-background ratio (SBR). 

The second component of the background, which is the major contribution, 

comes from the unwanted intensity modulation in the LO beam introduced by the AOM. 

In the ideal case, the RF pulse should excite a stable propagating acoustic wave in the 

crystal, which only introduces phase shift in the diffracted beam. However, in reality, two 

factors may induce amplitude fluctuation in the beam: the standing wave created by the 

reflection of the acoustic wave at the end of the crystal and the vibration caused by the 

environment or the RF wave itself. Even though it is very difficult to isolate and 

characterize the contribution from individual factors, these two together introduce 

intensity fluctuation around 10-4 in the laser pulse over a wide range of frequencies at 
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MHz rates. It is extremely difficult to reduce this fluctuation in the previous design. To 

prevent the formation of a standing wave, the end of the AOM crystal is cut at a 

particular angle and decorated with additional damping material. However, even in the 

optimum case for a typical AOM, the return loss is still about 40dB or 10-4. In addition, 

even if it is possible to isolate our AOM from its environmental vibrations, the RF input 

still acts as a source of disturbance. An intensity fluctuation at the level of10-4 is 

acceptable for various other applications that use AOMs, but it does not fulfill the 

requirement for our nonlinear measurement. The signal we measure at a moderate laser 

power (e.g. 5 mW input power produces a 10-6 nonlinear signal) is well below this level. 

 The reconfigured rapid pulse shaper 3.2.

3.2.1. Instrumental design 

To suppress the background in our lock-in detection to a tolerable level, we 

developed a new rapid pulse shaper. The key of the re-design is that the probe (the 

spectral portion we measure) should not undergo any dynamic optical elements (i.e. the 

AOM). This is made possible by switching from the spectral-hole shape to the wing-cut 

pulse shape, which enables us to separate the spectrum with an edge filter before the 

beam enters the dynamic phase-cycling unit (the AOM).  

The design of our new rapid pulse shaper is illustrated in Figure 3.5. A long-pass 

edge filter (LPF, Semrock LP808RU), with the transmission edge angle-tuned to 810 nm, 

splits the input laser beam (80 MHz Ti: Sapphire oscillator, 25 nm FWHM centered at 808 
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nm) into two paths. The transmitted long wavelength component passes through an 

AOM (Isomet, M1135-T80L), which is driven by an 82 MHz continuous RF wave. Since the 

first-order diffracted output of the AOM experiences a frequency shift, phase-cycling is 

introduced at 2 MHz in this path (4 MHz after double-passing the AOM). Both arms are 

back-reflected, temporally and spatially overlapped on the LPF, and coupled into a 

home-built laser scanning microscope (as will be discussed later). For detection, a short 

pass filter (SPF, Omega 791AESP) with its edge at 791 nm (away from the LPF edge at 

810 nm) completely rejects the phase-cycling spectral component. With this setup, the 

detected light does not undergo any modulation before entering the sample. Therefore, 

no detrimental instrument background is introduced.  

 

Figure 3.5: Schematic of the new rapid pulse shaper. LPF, long-pass filter; SPF, 

short-pass filter; PD, photo detector. The phase of the long wavelength part is 

shifted when going through the AOM.  

To achieve better performance in scattering media, we choose to cycle the phase 

of the long wavelength spectrum and detect the short wavelength component. If we 
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choose the opposite case (in the previous chapter we have shown these cases to be 

equivalent in theory), the scattered photons coming out from the sample at arbitrary 

angles (deviation from normal incidence) could pass the long-pass filter and degrade the 

signal. This is because the transmission curve shifts towards short wavelengths when 

photons are not at normal incidence, as shown in Figure 3.6(a). As a result, photons from 

the phase-cycled short wavelength spectrum that come out of a scattering media at 

various angles may pass the filter. Using a short-pass filter can circumvent this problem 

because the edge of the transmission curve of a short-pass filter also shifts towards short 

wavelength. The modulated long wavelength photons can never get through the filter, 

leading to a much cleaner signal. This setting also makes the epi-mode TPA/SPM 

imaging possible.   

 

Figure 3.6: Spectral separation for the wing-cut pulse shape. Part (a) shows the 

transmission curves of the long-pass filter at different incident angles (0, 4, 8, 12 

and 16 degree, as indicated by the arrow). Part (b) plots the separated (the 

reference and the Stokes), recombined, and detection spectra in our experiment.  
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3.2.2. Optically-derived reference for the lock-in detection 

 

Figure 3.7: Generation of the optical reference. (1), Input spectrum; (2), output 

spectrum (of the shaped pulse); (3), spectrum of the optical reference. Arrows 

point to  the overlapped spectrum. 

To ensure the phase stability of the lock-in detection, we derived a phase-locked 

optical reference from the new pulse shaper. While the radio-frequency reference 

generated from a synchronized function generator is in principle suitable, stable phase-

locking is extremely difficult to maintain due to the interferometric design of the shaper. 

Due to the finite spectral width of the long-pass filter, we can use the leakage of the 

recombined beams as an optical reference. As shown in Figure 3.6 (a), at a typical 

incident angle, the rising edge of the transmission curve is about 3.6 nm wide 

(transmission shifts from 5% to 95%). As a result, the spectra of the transmitted and 

reflected beams are partially overlapped. The finite-width rising edge also allows leakage 

into the remaining output arm of the interferometer, labeled No. 3 in Figure 3.7, 

resulting in an intensity modulation at 4 MHz, the same frequency of the signal we are 
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detecting. This intensity modulation can be directly measured by a photo detector and 

be fed to the lock-in amplifier as a reference. This optically derived reference ensures 

that the measured nonlinear optical signal is phase-locked.  In addition, we can build the 

rapid pulse shaper with a small footprint (less than 1’ x 1’), with very few elements and 

seal it in a box, thus minimizing environmental turbulence, such as air flow or dust. 

 Experimental setup and data acquisition 3.3.

 

Figure 3.8: Experimental setup used for two-photon absorption and self-phase 

modulation imaging. SPF, short-pass filter; AOM, acousto-optic modulator. The 

edge of the SPF is shifted to reject the phase-cycling portion of the spectrum. 

The experimental setup for performing nonlinear optical imaging is shown in 

Figure 3.8. In addition to the new rapid pulse shaper, the development of a laser 

scanning microscope is also an essential part in our experiment. Laser scanning 
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microscopes are commercially available from a number of microscope companies. 

However, they are usually expensive and do not allow the customizability required for 

our nonlinear imaging. Therefore, we have developed a multi-mode and multi contrast 

laser scanning microscope based on the design described in Ref. [46]. The core of a laser 

scanning microscope is the scan system, which delivers a collimated laser beam at 

various angles onto the back aperture of an infinity corrected objective. The infinity 

corrected objective maps the angle to position on the focal plane. By changing the angle, 

the focal spot can be scanned across the sample.   

We detect our nonlinear signals (SPM and TPA) in the microscope as follows. The 

beam coming out of the condenser is sent through the short-pass filter (which is angle-

dependent) and detected by an amplified silicon photodetector (PDA36A, Thorlabs). This 

beam is not de-scanned; therefore, we need to image the back aperture of the objective 

onto the detector with a combination of lenses for minimum spatial deviations during 

scanning. The filter should also be placed at the minimum deviation position to obtain a 

position-independent filter performance. The signal from the detector is analyzed by a 

lock-in amplifier (SRS844, Stanford Research Systems) synchronized to the optical 

reference. The X and Y channels from the lock–in are fed into a National Instruments 

DAQ module (PXI-6259) to provide SPM and TPA images. The DAQ module features 

simultaneous 32 channels sampling as well as four output channels, two of which are 

used for controlling the scan mirrors. 
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In addition to SPM/TPA images, we also simultaneously register the linear 

transmission images and the TPF images. The transmission images are detected in 

forward mode.  A small amount of the output beam is directed by a thin coverslip onto 

the transmission photodetector (PDA36), and then the signal is fed directly into the DAQ 

module. The TPF image is collected in the epi-mode with a long-pass dichroic filter 

(FF685, Semrock) placed right before the objective and a PMT (Hamamatsu PMT C6270). 

The signal from the PMT is also fed directly into the DAQ module. 

We built our own image scanning software with LabWindows/CVI (National 

Instruments) for instrument control and data acquisition. The main function of the 

program is to output waveforms to the scan mirrors to raster scan the beam and 

synchronously read out data from the DAQ module (4 input channels in total). The 

software also controls the XYZ sample stage constructed using three motorized scanning 

stages attached to a GPIB-controlled motion driver (ESP7000, Newport). While acquiring 

a Z-stack of images, the z-stage is moved along the axial axis. 

 Experimental results and discussion 3.4.

3.4.1. SPM/TPA spectroscopy of liquid samples 

To test the performance of the new rapid pulse shaper, we measured TPA and 

SPM signals in a quartz cuvette filled with 30 mM Rhodamine 6G in methanol using a 

mode-locked laser. The cuvette is translated through the focus created by a 10x 

objective. As shown in Figure 3.9, TPA is present only in the sample containing R6G, 
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while SPM is present in the sample as well as the surrounding glass. Compared to the 

result obtained with our previous rapid pulse shaper shown in Figure 3.4 [60], the new 

rapid pulse shaper demonstrate much higher performance: 40 times improvement in 

signal to background (SBR) ratio is achieved with 1/20 laser power; the signal to noise 

ratio (SNR) is also increased by a factor of 20 under similar conditions.  Here the 

background is defined as the ‘signal’ in the SPM channel when the focal spot is parked in 

air. The noise is defined as the standard deviation of the signal, which can be extracted 

from time traces of the detected signal (approximately reflected by the variation of the 

signal in glass in Figure 3.9). 

 

Figure 3.9: TPA and SPM measurements in a quartz cuvette filled with 30 mM 

Rhodamine 6G in methanol using a mode-locked laser with 2.5 mW input power 

and a 1 ms lock-in time constant. The objective is 10x, 0.25 NA.  
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3.4.2. Imaging gold nanostars in vitro 

 

Figure 3.10: Multicontrast nonlinear optical images of BT549 breast cancer cells 

incubated with gold nanostars: (a), two-photon luminescence; (b), two-photon 

absorption; (c), self-phase modulation. The lock-in phase was adjusted according 

to the SPM signal generated in the glass coverslip. Images (a)-(c) were acquired 

simultaneously (dimensions 100×100 m, 0.5 mW input power, 8-frame average, 

and acquisition time 3.2 s per frame) 

To demonstrate the applicability of our technique for nonlinear optical 

microscopy, we acquired TPA and SPM images on BT549 breast cancer cells that were 

incubated for 24 h with silica-coated and TAT-tagged gold nanostars, displayed in Figure 

3.10 (b) and (c), respectively [85]. Nanoparticles can have much larger and tunable 

nonlinear optical coefficients than bulk material due to quantum confinement effects, 

and thus are commonly used as nonlinear optical imaging agents [67, 86, 87]. The TPA 

and SPM images in Figure 3.10 show clear and highly correlated contrast. For 

comparison, we also acquired co-registered two-photon luminescence (TPL) images of 
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the same sample, shown in Figure 3.10 (a).  From the SPM, TPA, and TPL images, we can 

see that the nanostars predominantly accumulate in the cytoplasm. It is important to 

note that, unlike two-photon luminescence imaging, TPA and SPM can be used for 

imaging of non-luminescent targets. 

3.4.3. Quantum yield imaging 

 

Figure 3.11: Comparison of quantum-yield imaging with fluorescence lifetime 

imaging. (a), Map of TPL to TPA ratio (taken from Figure 10 (b) and (c); the 

dimension is 100×100 m). (b), FLIM image of the same cell taken with an Olympus 

FV1000 multiphoton microscope and PicoHarp 300 counting electronics (80 MHz, 

810 nm, 0.8 mW input power and 120 s acquisition time, and the dimension is 

80×80 m). 

We also plot the ratio of TPL to TPA in Figure 3.11 (a), reflecting the quantum 

yield for two-photon luminescence (or fluorescence in the case of dyes), which could be 

used to study the environmental effects on optical imaging agents or to study the 

quantum yield properties of individual nanoparticles. The rapid measurement of 

quantum yield could have advantages in Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) 

experiments [65, 88]. Commonly, transfer efficiency is determined by relative 

measurements of the fluorescence (or fluorescence lifetime) of a donor fluorophore in 
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the presence and absence of an acceptor molecule. In a simple donor-acceptor model, 

the transfer efficiency is complementary to the quantum yield (describing the two 

possible pathways of transfer or fluorescence).  Hence, a rapid and direct measurement 

of quantum yield could give the transfer efficiency without relative measurements at 

different acceptor configurations.  In the case of nanoparticles, the quantum yield has a 

wide distribution due to variations in size and shape. This inhomogeneity masks the 

environmental effects in our current cell sample. However, in cases where a single 

particle or a few-nanoparticle aggregate can be tracked [87], the quantum yield images 

could provide information on nanoparticle properties and on environmental influences.  

As a comparison, we also acquired a fluorescent life time image (FLIM) of the 

same cell (Figure 3.11 (b)) [13-15]. Both the quantum yield and FLIM images are 

dominated by the inhomogeneity of nanostar lifetimes. This heterogeneity prevents fine-

scale image co-registration, but a large-scale correlation between fluorescence lifetime 

and quantum yield in the areas marked by arrows can be observed, in which low 

quantum yield seems to correspond to longer lifetimes. 

 Conclusion 3.5.

In summary, we have developed a rapid pulse shaper based on the wing-cut 

pulse shape. By cycling the phase of one half of the spectrum and detecting the intensity 

modulation in the other half our new pulse shaper enables rapid, low-background SPM 

and TPA imaging with simple implementation using widely available mode-locked lasers. 
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The validity of our microscopy technique is demonstrated by SPM/TPA measurements in 

R6G solutions as well as the in vitro imaging of breast cancer cells incubated with gold 

nanoparticles. With the ability to co-register both TPA and TPF images, our multi-

contrast nonlinear microscope can produce quantum-yield images, which is potentially 

very useful for biomedical research and worth further exploration.  
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 Graphene Imaging with femtosecond spectral 4.

reshaping   

In this chapter, a phase-cycling nonlinear spectral reshaping imaging technique is 

applied to study the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility of graphene and to 

image graphene, both isolated and in a biomedical environment. Specifically, we 

measure the complex (3) of graphene and investigate its saturation behavior. We find 

that the high nonlinear optical contrast enables us to count the number of layers in 

graphene, which permits characterization of graphene samples made using different 

methods, and allows us to distinguish and track graphene flakes in vitro. Partial content 

of this chapter has been published in Nano Letters[89]. 

 Introduction 4.1.

The novel physical and chemical properties of graphene and its derivatives have 

stimulated interest in biological and medical applications, including drug delivery and 

cancer therapy [90-92], biological sensing [93, 94] and tissue engineering [95]. The 

current challenges associated with applying graphene to biological systems include its 

potential adverse health impact [96, 97], which further motivates investigation of 

graphene in a biomedical environment. Unfortunately, most imaging techniques that are 

capable of resolving graphene face significant challenges.  Atomic resolution techniques 

are time consuming [98], invasive and not applicable to bulk tissue or in vivo imaging. 

Conventional optical microscopy gives strong contrast only on select substrates [99-101]. 
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Linear and nonlinear fluorescence imaging methods have been demonstrated with 

graphene oxide (GO) [102, 103], but its luminescence is very weak[104], even if 

functionalized by dyes (graphene quenches dyes’ fluorescence) [105]. Spatially resolved 

Raman spectroscopy of graphene [19, 20] is compromised by tissue scattering.  Here, we 

overcome these limitations using a novel type of nonlinear microscopy that is based on 

femtosecond laser spectral reshaping. This method, described below, can quantitatively 

characterize and image graphene in highly scattering environments, such as tissue. We 

also use this technique to provide a detailed study of the nonlinear optical response of 

graphene, a critical step for various applications including nanophotonics and 

optoelectronics [106].  

 Nonlinear optical signal in graphene 4.2.

4.2.1. Spectral-reshaping imaging 

The unique linear dispersion relation of graphene induces a significant coherent 

nonlinear optical response. This is due to the fact that optical fields that are involved in a 

nonlinear optical process are all on resonance for frequencies across a very broad 

spectrum (from THz to visible). The nonlinear optical response of graphene is given by 

the surface conductivity, instead of the nonlinear optical susceptibility (n) for bulk 

material. However, an effective (n) can be deduced from the surface conductivity by 

treating graphene as a thin layer of bulk material with a thickness of 0.33 nm [107, 108].  

In this chapter, we focus on the ubiquitous four wave mixing process (FWM) in graphene 
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in the near infrared spectrum. In a conventional CARS-type FWM process [67, 107, 109], 

two colors (pump at wavelength P and Stokes at wavelength S) are employed for 

excitation, generating a new color at the anti-Stokes wavelength (AS). In previous work 

[107], Hendry et al. have detected this anti-Stokes emission in single- and multi-layer 

graphene flakes deposited on a glass coverslip,  producing high-sensitivity and high-

resolution nonlinear optical images. The effective (3) of graphene, according to their 

measurement (6 ps laser pulse at around 800 nm wavelength), is seven orders of 

magnitude higher than that of bulk silica. Because of the linear dispersion relation, this 

large nonlinear optical response should also be evident even when all photons involved 

in the FWM process (pump, probe, and anti-Stokes) are provided by a single broadband 

laser beam [67, 110], i.e. a near-degenerate case [111].  

Two pulse-shaping methods that are similar to the hole-refilling technique [44, 59] 

can be used to detect the nonlinear signal in the near-degenerate FWM case. In one 

method, the anti-Stokes spectrum of the input pulse is eliminated with a static 4-f pulse 

shaper; therefore, the newly generated signal at the anti-Stokes wavelength can be 

detected against zero background [111]. In the other method, the anti-Stokes input 

spectral components are utilized as a local oscillator to interfere with the nonlinear signal 

and perform homodyne detection [46]. 
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Figure 4.1: The pulse shape implemented for spectral-reshaping imaging. Dashed 

gray lines indicate the edges of the short- and long-pass filters placed 

symmetrically about the center wavelength. The phase of the Stokes component 

(S) is cycled with frequency f. Nonlinear interactions take this modulated Stokes 

component, together with the pump components (P1/P2), and generate a new field 

in the anti-Stokes spectrum (AS) drawn in purple. This new component has a 

spectral phase that cycles with frequency f and interferes with the original static 

anti-Stokes components. The field generated by TPA is 180 degrees out of phase 

with S, and the field generated by SPM is 90 degrees out of phase [44, 46]. 

Therefore, the homodyne detection of the intensity of the anti-Stokes spectrum 

can distinguish between TPA and SPM.  

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, frequency shifting the Stokes component by a few 

MHz using a rapid pulse shaper (see Chapter 3) with an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) 

introduces a phase shift onto this spectral component of each laser pulse. This phase 

shift is then increased from pulse to pulse. Consequently, the cycled phase is transferred 

to the generated nonlinear signal in the anti-Stokes spectrum through the FWM process, 

which involves two pump photons (not necessarily degenerate) and one Stokes photon. 

The generated signal interferes with the original component at the anti-Stokes 

wavelength (acting as a phase reference for homodyne detection), thus producing an 
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intensity modulation on the output beam which can be measured by a lock-in amplifier 

(amplitude A, phase).  A short-pass filter is inserted before the photodetector to reject 

all other frequency components of the output pulse. Compared to conventional CARS 

type of FWM, or previous near-degenerate FWM method, our technique provides 

additional phase information of the nonlinear interaction, amplifies the signal, and 

reduces sensitivity to scattering (as the reference field is part of the single excitation 

pulse).   

To resolve the phase information in our nonlinear optical signal, we adjust the 

lock-in reference phase such that SPM processes give a phase of , and TPA 

processes give a phase of In general, the phase is related to the susceptibility 

components by tanIm[(3)
gr]/Re[(3)

gr], where  is a constant that takes into account 

the relative detection sensitivity of TPA and SPM. That is, if we have a same magnitude of 

the real and imaginary parts of (3), the ratio of the measured TPA signal to the SPM 

signal is . The factor depends on the specific pulse shape and detection setup (e.g. the 

position of the edge filters) and can be calibrated experimentally (for the current pulse 

shape  = 1.7, refer to Figure 2.7 in Chapter 2).  

 Measuring the complex (3) of graphene and its saturation 4.3.

4.3.1. Experimental setup and the expected signal using a simple 

analytical model 

With the phase-cycling spectral reshaping technique, we are able to measure the 

complex form of the effective third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility of graphene, 
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(3)

gr. The geometry of our experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 4.2, where a 

graphene monolayer on a glass substrate is illuminated by a laser beam focused by a 20x 

0.45 NA objective. The sample is translated through the focus and at each z position the 

lock-in signal is recorded. The input laser is linearly polarized along the x direction (in lab 

coordinates) and the detection is not polarization-sensitive. Due to the symmetry of 

graphene in the transverse plane, the signal should be independent of the excitation 

light polarization [112].  

 

Figure 4.2: (3) measurement on a monolayer of graphene. The sample is translated 

across the focus to produce a nonlinear signal as a function of axial position, from 

which we can extract (3)
gr. The focused beam is described by a Gaussian profile 

with a beam radius w0 and a Rayleigh range zR. These parameters are taken in air 

and the deflection at the interface is not shown (see text). The figure is adapted 

from Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaussian_beam).   

To extract the effective (3)
 from a graphene sample, we derive a simple analytical 

model to calculate the expected nonlinear signal as a function of the axial position. Our 
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experiment is conducted with ultrafast laser pulses, where their temporal profile can be 

described by a Gaussian function  
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where P is the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) pulse duration and P0 is the peak 

power given by PPPPP  94.02ln40  , with p denoting the pulse energy. For 

an average laser power of 1 mW, the energy carried by a single mode-locked laser pulse 

(FWHM 50 fs, 80 MHz repetition rate) is about 12.5 pJ.  

With the geometry shown in Figure 4.2, the intensity profile of a focused laser 

beam can be treated as a Gaussian distribution: 
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Here the beam radius w(z) (as a function of axial position z and the Rayleigh range zR) is 

the position where the intensity drops to 1/e2 and is given by   
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The total power transmitted is then expressed as  
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Here w0 is the beam waist at the focus in air. The refraction at the air-glass surface 

changes the focusing behavior, but the beam waist w0 remains the same in glass. The 

total power is also conserved when transmitted from air into glass (if the 4% reflection is 

neglected). In our experiment, the distance is measured in air. The position in glass can 

be obtained by rescaling the length by the refractive index of the glass (n). For example, 

the Rayleigh range (z’R), the distance from the interface to the focus (z’) and the 

wavelength (’) in glass are given by z’R = nzR, z’ = nz, and ’ = /n (in all these cases, the 

prime denotes parameters in glass). However, if the distance is normalized by the 

Rayleigh range, this change does not need to be explicit. 

For a constant the signal measured by the spectral reshaping method is 

proportional to multiplied by the intensity squared [59]. For now, we assume that 

both graphene and glass have a constant (3) across the spectrum and intensity range 

used in our experiment. The SPM signal from the graphene monolayer is expressed as a 

signal produced by a thin layer with an effective third-order nonlinear optical 

susceptibility (3)
gr and an effective thickness d = 0.33 nm, the interlayer distance in 

graphite: 
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SPM is the coefficient introduced in Chapter 2 to account for the sensitivity of our SPM 

measurement. Integration along the axial direction is not needed for graphene, because 

it is atomically thin. A similar derivation yields the expression for the TPA signal produced 

by the graphene monolayer: 
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To calculate the SPM signal in glass, the integration over the axial direction needs 

to be evaluated, leading to  
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The reflective index n is introduced here to account for the beam profile change when 

the Gaussian beam enters the glass. The total SPM signal includes the contribution from 

graphene, Eq. (4.5), and from glass, Eq. (4.7), which can be expressed as 
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The coefficient A and B are defined as  
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A is the maximum SPM signal generated in the glass substrate when the beam focus is 

embedded in glass. The ratio of the real part of (3)
gr to that of (3)

gls can be expressed as 
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The TPA signal is produced only by graphene and can be expressed as 
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A, B, and C, will be used later as a model fitting parameter. With these coefficients, the 

ratio of Im[(3)
gr] to Re[(3)

gr] is given by 
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The factor (1.7 for the pulse shape used in these measurements) has been defined 

previously to account for the different sensitivity of the SPM and the TPA measurements 

(refer to Figure 2.7 in Chapter 2).  

4.3.2. Experimental results 

The graphene sample used for the (3) measurement was purchased from 

Graphene Supermarket (1ML-GL-1x1) , where a CVD-grown monolayer graphene is 

transferred onto a glass substrate (Eagle E301, Corning, a BSC type of glass) with 
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refractive index n=1.5 [113, 114]. The surface morphology of this graphene sample is 

investigated using the high-contrast SPM and TPA images shown in Figure 4.3 (taken 

with a 40x 0.75 NA objective). Because this CVD-grown graphene monolayer is fairly 

uniform across the whole illuminated region (up to few 100 m), it serves as an ideal 

sample for (3) measurements. However, we do observe that some regions of the sample 

have been scratched or crumpled during the transfer process; as a result, the effective 

number of layers at the edges of the graphene sheet is higher, leading to substantially 

higher nonlinear signals in both SPM and TPA channels. High-contrast imaging of 

monolayer graphene on various substrates, by itself, is useful for many solid-state 

applications of graphene. For example, our method could be employed to check the 

uniformity of the transferred monolayer graphene onto polymer based substrates used 

to manufacture mechanically flexible graphene-based biosensors, [115, 116].  

 

Figure 4.3: SPM and TPA images of the monolayer graphene on glass. These 

images are taken with a 40x 0.75 NA objective, and 1 mW input power. High 

intensity along the perimeter is due to the rolling up of the edges. 
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To quantitatively assess (3)
gr, a different objective (20x 0.45 NA) is used to ensure 

better characterization over a larger area and to reduce the risk of damaging our sample. 

For this experiment, we use an 80 MHz mode-locked laser with the central wavelength at 

805 nm (FWHM = 25 nm). A pulse duration p of 50±5 fs is measured by a second-

harmonic generation FROG. Figure 4.4 shows the measured nonlinear signals as 

functions of the sample position, or z-scan traces. Note that both TPA and SPM show 

prominent features and clear power dependence, which may or may not be reproduced 

by the simple analytical model described above.  

  

Figure 4.4: Nonlinear signals in graphene as functions of the z position with 

increasing laser power. The left column (a, c) plots the original TPA and SPM z-scan 

traces, and the right column (b, d) shows normalized z-scan traces (normalized by 

the SPM signal in glass, which shows the expected quadratic dependence on power, 

as shown in Figure 4.6). The arrows indicate increasing laser powers (0.37, 0.56, 

0.74, 1.11, 1.48, 1.88, 2.31, 2.91, and 3.65 mW).  
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The TPA z-scan traces shown in Figure 4.4 (a), particularly the dip at the focus, is 

unexpected according to our simple analytical model, which predicts a positive 

Lorentzian peak (see Eq. (4.11)). We will show later that this dip structure is not an artifact. 

It reflects the very strong power dependence of the TPA coefficient, which actually 

changes sign near the power we apply; however, other nonlinear optical processes could 

also contribute to the observed trace. 

The SPM z-scan trace has a functional dependence that is in good agreement 

with the derived analytical model (Eq. (4.8)). Figure 4.5 shows the experimental results 

(using 0.56 mW power) along with a fit to Eq. (4.8). Here the data is normalized by the 

maximum signal in glass (the value at the right end in Figure 4.4 (c)), which exhibits a 

perfect quadratic dependence on laser power as demonstrated in Figure 4.6. To facilitate 

the fitting, we first deduced the Rayleigh range (zR = 4.9±0.1 m) by fitting a SPM z-scan 

trace of a clean glass coverslip with Eq. (4.7), as shown in the inset in Figure 4.5. With this 

Rayleigh range and by fitting a z-scan trace of the total SPM signal with Eq. (4.8), we 

obtain a coefficient B of 11.5 and a corresponding ratio R of 8.0*105. According to Eq. 

(4.10), this ratio R can also be calculated by dividing the area between the blue dotted 

line (which is the normalized signal from the glass substrate) and the data curve by d/n.  
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Figure 4.5: Experimental data compared with the analytical-model fit assuming a 

constant (3)
gr. The SPM signal is normalized by the maximum signal from glass. 

The blue dashed line is the calculated SPM signal from the glass substrate. The 

inset is a fit to the SPM signal from pure glass, which yields a Rayleigh range of 4.9 

m in air. The laser power is 0.56 mW. The mismatch in peak value is due to the 

saturation effect. 

With the ratio R and by using Eq. (4.10), we obtain the real part (3) in graphene 

Re[(3)
gr] = 4.0*10-16 m2/V2. Because the absolute (3) value of our glass substrate is not 

available, we use a value from a similar type of glass (BSC) which has of (3)
gls = 5.0*10-22 

m2/V2 [70, 117]. Depending on its ingredients and the specific manufacturing process, 

our glass substrate may have a value that deviates from the cited one. This is one of the 

major contributors to the uncertainty of our measurement and a 20% error would be a 

reasonable estimate [118]. This experimentally derived result is in relatively good 

agreement with the value obtained by a theoretical model (4.4*10-16 m2/V2, shown later 

in Figure 4.7). This model was developed by our collaborator Dr. Zheshen Zhang from 

MIT and it has been published in Ref. [119].  We will introduce the model in the next 
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subsection and we will discuss the theoretical data in more detail. Note that this value is 

about 5 times smaller than what was reported by Hendry et al. in Ref. [107] (2.1*10-15 

m2/V2 or 1.5*10-7 esu, 1 esu = 1.4*10-8 m2/V2), where the amplitude of (3)
gr is measured 

by a FWM experiment with two 6 ps laser pulses at 969 nm and 1179 nm. This 

discrepancy is likely due to the fact that our experiments used much shorter pulses (50 fs 

vs. 6 ps). The carrier dynamics and the induced optical response could substantially differ 

in these two regimes.  

 

Figure 4.6: Power dependence of the SPM signal of graphene. Grey dashed lines 

represent the quadratic dependence. The signal in glass (value at the right end of 

the z-scan traces in Figure 4.4 (c)) shows nearly perfect quadratic power 

dependence, while the signal in graphene (peak value of curves shown in Figure 4.4 

(c) subtracted by half of the glass SPM signal) deviates from the quadratic 

dependence, particularly at high powers. 

In Figure 4.5, the fit to our SPM z-scan trace by using the analytical model is 

reasonably good except for the peak value at the focus. We suspect that this deviation is 

due to a saturation effect in the third-order nonlinear optical response at high intensities 
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[119]. This saturation effect is readily observed in Figure 4.4 (d), where a series of 

normalized SPM z-scan traces taken with varying input power are plotted in a group. 

Without saturation (i.e. constant (3)), all curves should lay on top of each other. However, 

our experimental results exhibit an increasing fall-off of the peak as the laser power 

increases. The saturation effect is also revealed by the power dependence of the SPM 

signal shown in Figure 4.6. While the SPM signal in the glass substrate clearly shows a 

quadratic dependence with power, the SPM signal in graphene deviates from the 

predicted quadratic dependence, particularly at high powers, indicating a decreasing 

Re[(3)
gr]. 

4.3.3. Theoretical calculation of (3) in graphene 

The optical response of the 2D electron system in graphene has been examined 

in several theoretical studies. Perturbation theory has been employed to calculate the 

effective (3) but has failed to predict the saturation effect [107]. Our collaborator Dr. 

Zheshen Zhang has developed a comprehensive full-band quantum-dynamic model  to 

study the saturation and FWM process in graphene  [119]. In his work, Zhang numerically 

solves the quantum dynamics of a density-matrix with strong continuous-wave excitation. 

In this subsection, we introduce the density-matrix model developed in Ref. [119] and 

the comparison between the obtained numerical results and our experimental data will 

be discussed later in subsection 4.3.4.  
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By using a tight-binding model with the nearest-neighbor interaction 

approximation, the Hamiltonian of an electron with momentum p in graphene can be 

expressed as 
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where  = 2.7 eV is the hopping energy for electrons in graphene and a = 0.33 nm is the 

lattice constant of graphene. With a given p, the two energy eigenstates |Cp> and |Vp> 

with eigenvalues ±|hp| for this Hamiltonian correspond to the paired conductive-band 

and valence-band states. In a conventional FWM experiment, light with two frequencies 

(pump, wp and stokes, ws) are applied with polarization along the x axis of the lattice, and 

therefore the total external field can be written as a vector potential 

 ..)exp()exp()(
~

cctiAtiAtA sspp  ww . (4.14) 

When exposed to this electric field, the new Hamiltonian of the electron can be obtained 

by simply substituting p with p+e )(
~
tA , which can be expanded as a sum of two parts 

 )(
~

)(  ),( 0p0 tAHetVtVHH 
. (4.15) 

Once electrons are excited from the valence band to the conduction band, they go 

through several relaxation processes at different time scales: an ultrafast quantum 

decoherence process, a fast electron-electron scattering relaxation followed by a slower 

electron-phonon relaxation [119, 120]. The quantum-dynamics of the system thus can be 
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described by two phenomenological decay constants: 1 for carrier relaxation and 2 for 

the quantum decoherence. 2 could be determined by measuring the imaginary part of 

the linear conductivity and usually takes a value of about 1 fs [119]. 1 can be measured 

by pump-probe spectroscopy. The measurement typically ranges from 10 fs to 100 fs, 

depending on the specific underlying relaxation mechanisms [119, 120]. With these two 

time constants, the dynamics of the density matrix can be expressed as 
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Here the density matrix elementslqand the transition elements Vlq are defined as   

 },{,  ,)(
~

)(  ,ρ CVqlVtAeqtVl lqj jVVCC   . 
(4.17) 

Here  is the population inversion, VC is the quantum coherence, eq is the population 

inversion in thermal equilibrium, and wCV is the band gap frequency. Note that VCC, VVV 

and VCV are transition elements. This approach is valid when the pulse duration P is 

longer than  and2, when the chemical potential is close to zero and when ℏwp,s is 

much larger than kT. These density matrix elements are made up of components at 

frequencies (mwp+nws)  
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Under a steady state approximation, these Fourier components of the density matrix 

elements do not change with time. Together with Eq. (4.16), the density matrix of a single 

electron with momentum p can be obtained.  

We calculate the expected velocity of an electron along the x direction as      

 )(Tr)(Tr  xxx pHvv  . (4.19) 

The surface current density is then obtained by evaluating the integral of e<vx> over the 

whole Brillouin zone  
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The induced higher order surface currents J(m,n) at multiple frequencies mwp+nws are the 

origin of the nonlinear optical response in graphene. For example, the current at the so-

called anti-Stokes frequency 2wpws may radiate new light at this frequency. The optical 

response of graphene thus can be described by the surface conductivity  as a function 

of frequency (analogous to the nonlinear optical susceptibility in bulk material). The 

FWM conductivity FWMat was = 2wpws can be calculated by 
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Here the factor of 2 accounts for the two electron spin states. We define the complex 

effective third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility of graphene as 

 dasFWMgr w 0

)3(  ,  (4.22) 

where d = 0.33 nm is the effective thickness of a single graphene layer. 

4.3.4. Comparison between experiment and theory 

One of the obvious features of the experimental data is the saturation in the 

third-order nonlinear optical response of graphene with laser pulse energies of the order 

of 10 pJ, which seems astonishing at first glance. However it is interesting to count 

photons in this problem. With a 1 mW average input power, each mode-locked laser 

pulse in our experiment carries about 5*107 photons during the 50 fs pulse duration, 

which goes through a 4 m2 focal area and leads to a photon number density of 

1.25*1015 photons per cm2. Graphene is a single layer of carbon atoms with a number 

density of 3.8*1015 atoms per cm2. So with our pulses, we approach one photon per atom 

(or per valence electron), which certainly suggests that saturation effects are plausible.   

Then the critical parameter is the ratio of the pulse length to the relaxation times.  

The theoretical calculation is performed with a pump wavelength at 805 nm and a Stokes 

wavelength at 810 nm, in accordance with the wavelength used in our experiment.  The 

calculated (3)
gr as functions of intensity for three sets of (1, 2) are plotted in Figure 4.7. 

One particular set of parameters (1 = 30 fs, 2 = 1 fs, the solid line) is chosen to match a 

saturation threshold intensity of 11 GW/cm2, which is obtained by fitting our 
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experimental data with a classical saturation model (see Figure 4.10). At low intensities, 

the unsaturated real part of (3)
gr is 4.4*10-16 m2/V2 and the corresponding imaginary part 

is 0.9*10-16 m2/V2. As mentioned above, this is in good agreement with our result, 

obtained by fitting our experimental data with the simple analytical model.  

      

Figure 4.7: Real and imaginary parts of the effective (3) of graphene as a function 

of light intensity as predicted by the theoretical model in Ref. [119]. The pump and 

Stokes wavelengths are 805 nm and 810 nm. Solid, dashed and dotted lines are for 

(1 = 30 fs, 2 = 1 fs), (1 = 20 fs, 2 = 1 fs) and (1 = 10 fs, 2 = 1 fs).  

With 1 = 30 fs, our numerical calculation predicts a strong saturation behavior 

starting at a few GW/cm2 in both the real and imaginary parts of (3)
gr. The imaginary part 

of (3)
gr exhibits an unexpected sign change, which might lead to the previously observed 

sign change in our TPA signal (the dip feature in the z-scan traces). However, the 

saturation behavior varies significantly as 1 changes, and the sign change only appears 

for certain choices of 1 for a given 2. For example, as 1 increases from 10 fs to 30 fs, the 
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real part of the unsaturated (3) increases by three times. More significantly, the 

imaginary part shifts from a negative to a positive value, introducing a cross-over point 

during the saturation regime. With the theoretical prediction shown in Figure 4.7 and 

given the fact that we indeed observe a sign change in our TPA measurement, the 

relaxation time 1 in graphene should be bigger than 20 fs. This is entirely consistent with 

an intuitive interpretation: if the relaxation time were much greater than the pulse length, 

a flux on the order of one photon per molecule at the beam focus (coupled with the 

known linear absorption of 2.3% for single layer graphene) implies a substantial 

fractional electronic excitation.  In contrast, silica or glass has very little absorption, the 

relaxation times are much shorter, and the atoms are distributed over the laser beam 

Rayleigh range and beyond-hence the threshold for seeing significant changes in the 

nonlinear coefficients is much higher. 

To perform a quantitative comparison between the saturation behavior observed 

in our measurement and the theoretical prediction, we need to calculate the expected 

lock-in signal with consideration of the temporal profile of the laser pulses at high input 

power. This is because laser pulses are modified in our spectral reshaping measurement 

and the saturation behavior of  has a different impact on different pulse shapes, which 

changes the expected measurement of SPM and TPA at high intensities. In our 

experiment, the phase of the Stokes spectrum is cycled and the temporal profile of 

intensity varies from pulse to pulse. As a result, each pulse may experience a distinct (3)
gr, 

particularly when the intensity is in the saturation regime. Figure 4.8 (a) plots a series of 
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temporal intensity profiles for a set of eight pulses. The spectrum of these pulses is 

shown in Figure 4.1, but with a different phase shift in the Stokes spectrum. As the phase 

shift increases (with steps of /4), the pulse shape in the time domain also displays a 

periodic modulation, and so does the peak intensity. For a phase shift, a flat-top pulse 

shape is formed and the peak intensity drops to half.  

  

Figure 4.8: Temporal profiles of pulse intensities (left) and the corresponding phase 

(right) for phase-cycled laser pulses, with their spectrum shown in Figure 4.1. The 

blue curves are for a zero phase shift in the Stokes spectrum and the red curves are 

for a  phase shift. The phase step for each curve is /4. Because of this large 

intensity modulation, the saturation behavior has different impacts on pulses with 

different phase shifts. 

The impact of the saturation effect on the lock-in signal can be quantified by 

calculating an intensity-dependent SPM and TPA, which involves solving the nonlinear 

propagation equation described in Chapter 2 with a time-dependent (3), i.e. (3)(t) = 


(3)(I(t)), and with the assumption of an instantaneous nonlinear response. Figure 4.9 
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shows the calculated lock-in signal (normalized by the intensity squared) as a function of 

the peak intensity of a Gaussian laser pulse. For comparison, we also plot the signal 

predicted by a classic saturation model S/S0 = 1/(1+I/Ith), where S0 is the unsaturated 

signal obtained with the unsaturated (3) and Ith is the threshold. While the classical 

model with a threshold of 11 GW/cm2 fits the calculated SPM signal reasonably well, the 

saturation behavior of the TPA signal vastly differs from the classic saturation model. The 

calculated lock-in signals also exhibit a saturation behavior distinct from the genuine 

saturation behavior of the theoretically predicted (3), particularly for the TPA signal. In 

general, the spectral reshaping measurement tends to exaggerate the saturation 

signature. For example, both SPM and TPA signals display a sharper drop. The TPA signal 

starts to flip sign at a lower intensity as compared to Im[(3)
gr] and the valley is also 

relatively deeper. Again, the sign change in TPA very likely contributes to the unexpected 

signal in Figure 4.4 (a). The saturation line shape is thus crucial for future investigations 

on the underlying saturation mechanism.  
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of theoretically generated (3) values (solid lines, identical 

to 1=30 fs curve in Figure 4.7 where both channels are normalized to one) to the 

lock-in signals from our detection method (crosses).  Part (a) shows the real part of 


(3) (self-phase modulation); part (b) shows the imaginary part (two-photon 

absorption).  The dashed curves are signals fit by the classic saturation model with 

a threshold of 11 GW/cm2. Note the very strong deviations in part (b) from 

classical saturation behavior (including a sign change) which likely contributes to 

the unexpected experimental behavior in Figure 4.4. 
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With the calculated lock-in signal as a function of intensity, the expected SPM 

and TPA signal for a particular laser power can be obtained by integrating the signal over 

the whole transverse plane at a given z position.  In Figure 4.10 we compare the 

calculated SPM signal at the focus (z=0, 1 = 30 fs and 2 = 1 fs) with our measurement 

(obtained from Figure 4.4 (d)). With a (3)
gls of 5.8*10-22 m2V2, the calculated SPM signal 

shows good agreement with our measurement.  The uncertainty in (3) of our glass 

substrate changes the signal strength (for example, in an extreme case a (3)
gls of 2.0*10-

22 m2V2 may scale the normalized signal up by 3 times), however the saturation behavior 

is well captured. There are two other major factors that contribute to the uncertainty of 

our measurement: the error in the pulse duration and the error in laser power. The pulse 

duration P was measured by FROG [121] and had an error of about 10% (50±5 fs), which 

leads to about 10% uncertainty in peak intensity calculations. This may slightly shift the 

calculated curve along the power axis. On the other hand, the error in our laser power 

measurement (10%) could also slightly move the experimental data points along the 

power axis. The uncertainty in the Rayleigh range (0.1 m) and that in the z position 

measurement (the resolution of the vertical translation stage is 0.1 m) contribute very 

little to the uncertainty in the peak value (less than 1%). All these effects are much less 

significant compared to the uncertainty in parameters of the glass, which can be 

eliminated by future measurements on the specific glass substrate used.   
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of theoretically-calculated SPM signals with experimental 

data. The lines are expected signal calculated with a (3)
gls =5.8*10-22 m2/V2. The 

experimental data is obtained from Figure 4.4 (d). The dashed fit curve is 

calculated with a classical saturation model with a threshold of 1.7 mW 

corresponding to a threshold intensity of 11 GW/cm2. For the theoretical 

calculation, 1 = 30 fs and 2 = 1 fs are chosen to match this saturation threshold.  

In Figure 4.11, we compare the theoretically calculated z-scan traces with the 

experimental data. The (3)
gr used for this calculation is obtained with 1 = 30 fs and 2 = 

1fs. The fitting parameter coefficient B for the SPM z-scan trace is taken as 11.5 and the 

corresponding coefficient C = 4.0 for TPA z-scan trace is obtained with  = 1.7 and the 

ratio of the real part to the imaginary part of the calculated (3)
gr, see Eq. (4.11) and Eq. 

(4.12).  A relatively good agreement between experimental data and the theoretical 

predication is demonstrated. Particularly the abnormal dip structure in the TPA z-scan 

trace is qualitatively reproduced when the input laser power is large.  
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the theoretically-calculated z-scan traces with the 

experimental data for TPA (a) and SPM signals (b). The laser power is 2.31 mW 

(solid line) and 0.37 mW (dashed line). Theoretical calculations use the following 

parameters: 1 = 30 fs, 2 = 1 fs, and  = 1.7. 

The remaining disagreement implies that several other nonlinear optical 

processes may also contribute to signals in the TPA channel. One possible contributing 

factor could be higher-order nonlinearities of graphene (e.g. (5) effects), which could 

induce saturation in the TPA signal [119]; however, this is unlikely to be the dominant 

effect, as Figure 4.4b shows that the TPA curves seem to be converging to a shape 

proportional to intensity squared.  Other factors could be second-harmonic generation 

(SHG) in graphene itself [122, 123] , or surface second-harmonic generation (SSHG) [124, 
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125] and third-harmonic generation (THG) [38] at the air-graphene-glass interface. Like 

TPA, these are also loss processes and generate positive signals. Particularly, the 

asymmetric contribution of THG from glass and air interface (caused by aberrations of 

the Gaussian beam as it crosses from air into glass [38]) might lead to the asymmetric 

feature observed in the TPA z-scan traces – in Figure 4.4 (a) the glass side shows a higher 

signal than the air side. Finally, the broadband luminescence induced by the laser-

created electron-hole plasma might produce some negative signal in the TPA channel 

[112]. This incoherent emission process exhibits a quadratic dependence on light 

intensity, which could lead to a negative peak given a different saturation behavior [112]. 

Note that graphene has a substantial linear absorption (a loss of 2.3% photons in the 

unsaturation regime) and thus a negative two-photon-absorption signal (a gain of 

1.4*10-3 % photons with 3.7 mW input power) does not violate energy conservation. 

Further, this nonlinear emission is much smaller than the linear absorption. 

More experimental and theoretical investigation is needed to fully understand 

the lineshape of the TPA signal. For example, one can isolate a pure nonlinear 

luminescence signal by rejecting the entire input laser spectrum with filters on the 

detection side, or a polarization dependent measurement can be employed to study the 

symmetry of SHG, SSHG and THG from the sample. We expect that a quantitative fit can 

be achieved by considering the potential contribution from other possible nonlinear 

processes discussed above, such as the SHG and the plasma-induced luminescence in 

graphene, as well as the THG and SSHG at the air-graphene-glass interface. Although the 
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complexity of the TPA z-scan traces prevents us from getting an accurate estimation of 

the imaginary part of (3)
gr for now, our TPA measurement could potentially reveal a 

variety of interesting nonlinear optical phenomena of the air-graphene-glass interface. 

The understanding of these nonlinear processes is crucial for graphene application based 

on its nonlinear optical properties in electronics or optoelectronics [106, 126-128]. 

 Layer counting in few-layer graphene flakes 4.4.

The high contrast SPM/TPA images of graphene enables us to clearly quantify the 

number of layers in the various graphene flakes. To demonstrate this, we perform SPM 

and TPA imaging on mechanically exfoliated graphene flakes deposited on a glass 

coverslip. The results are presented in Figure 4.12, where regions displaying signals at 

discrete levels correspond to graphene flakes with different numbers of layers. As shown 

in the middle panel of Figure 4.12, similar patterns can also be seen in the bright-field 

image but with much lower dynamic range. To get the actual number of layers for each 

region, a correct scale (or unit) is required. We identified that the region labeled No. 1 in 

Figure 4.12 (b) produces the minimum nonlinear signal among all regions in the sample. 

It also serves as a building block for signals from a few other regions. We suspect that 

this is a single-layer flake and tested this assumption by analyzing region No. 1 with 

Raman spectroscopy. We plotted the corresponding Raman spectrum in Figure 4.13, 

where the 2D peak at 2645 cm-1 is higher (almost twice as large as) than the G peak at 

1580 cm-1, indicating that region No. 1 is indeed a single-layer graphene flake [129, 130]. 
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By calibrating the image to the nonlinear signal of this single-layer region, the number of 

layers for the entire image can be determined. For graphene with only a few layers (less 

than 6) a linear dependence of the signal on the number of layers is a reasonable 

approximation. For more layers, however, a more sophisticated model is required, which 

will be discussed later.  

 

Figure 4.12: Bright field image (grayscale, center) and nonlinear optical imaging of 

mechanically exfoliated graphene flakes (color, sides). The regions of the nonlinear 

optical images are indicated by dashed boxes in the bright field images. The input 

laser power is 0.5 mW. For some regions, the number of layers is labeled with 

numbers. Acquisition time is 1.6 s per frame, and the images are averaged over 8 

frames. Scale bars are 20 m. 
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Figure 4.13: Raman spectrum of the graphene sample from region No. 1 in Figure 

4.12 (b). The fact that the 2D peak is larger than the G peak confirms that a single-

layer graphene is measured. 

To provide more insight into the nonlinear signals and their dependence on the 

number of layers, we compare the nonlinear image with the co-registered transmission 

image. Our few-layer graphene samples have little scattering, and thus, we are able to 

obtain clean transmission images by averaging over a large number of frames (and 

normalizing by the transmission image taken from a blank area). In Figure 4.14 (a), we 

plotted a high resolution transmission image (1-T) of the few-layered graphene sample. 

The contrast in the transmission image is noticeably weaker than the contrast in the 

nonlinear image, as compared to the SPM image of the same sample in Figure 4.14  (b). 

We observe a strong correlation between linear absorption and nonlinear signal through 

a 2D histogram in Figure 4.14 (c). This 2D histogram plots co-registered pixels in the 

transmission and SPM images onto a 2D map, from which we are able to identify each 
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graphene flake in an intuitive, yet a quantitative manner. Pixels from the same region 

cluster together and form an island in the 2D map, and the color of these islands 

denotes the density of their population (or the area of the region). By selectively 

highlighting those pixels in individual islands (circles in Figure 4.14 (c)) in the original 

absorption and SPM images, we can easily visualize regions with a particular layer 

number of graphene flakes (colored areas in Figure 4.14  (a) and (b)). The tails attached 

to each island partially reveals its local environments: for example yellow colored regions 

form an island that has two additional outreaching tails (excluding the two major lines), 

indicating that it is connected to an open area and regions with even more layers. The 

island can also split to sub islands, due to small variations in the laser intensity when 

scanning, and because the nonlinear SPM signal is more sensitive to intensity. This 

phenomenon is more significant for regions with a large number of layers (see also 

regions No. 13a and 13b in Figure 4.14). 

To make a fair comparison between the linear and nonlinear imaging techniques, 

we convert both signals into the equivalent number of layers based on their 

characteristic dependence on layer number. The expected transmittance is T=1/(1+NS)2 

for graphene flakes with N layers[99, 131]. For the intensity used here (I = 10 GW/cm2), 

saturation in absorption is observed [132], and we include a saturation factor in the 

definition of S=/2, whereis the fine structure constant. In principle, can be 

theoretically calculated using the method described in section 4.3.3. As described in 

[131], for a third-order process, a polarization field is generated that scales as 
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E(3)=NS/(1+NS)4.  Because we measure the interference between the linearly transmitted 

phase reference and the generated anti-Stokes component, we expect our signal to scale 

as NS/(1+NS)5.  

 

Figure 4.14: Layer counting in few-layer graphene flakes.  (a), Transmission 

contrast; (b), SPM contrast of the same sample; (c), 2D histogram of transmission 

and SPM contrast, where colored circles label the region with a certain number of 

layers obtained from transmission. These regions are highlighted in parts (a) and (b) 

in the corresponding colors. Regions 13a and 13b in (c) are of the same number of 

layers but at different locations. They produce different SPM signals because they 

experienced slightly different laser powers. 
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With these scaling relations, we convert both transmission and SPM signals to the 

equivalent number of layers for each individual pixel and re-plot the 2D histogram in 

Figure 4.15 (a). A saturation factor of = 0.71 provides good agreement between our 

experimental results and the theoretical model:  the peaks in the transmission histogram 

align well to the grid (the right panel in Figure 4.15 (a)); though it has been previously 

noted that the existing models for fitting FWM signals with the number of layers does 

not fit quantitatively [107, 131] (see Figure 4.15 (b)). One possible reason for this 

discrepancy is omission of the saturation in nonlinear optical response in the previously 

published models.   However, as we showed in the last section, the nonlinear response in 

fact is power dependent, at least in single layer graphene.  In a few-layer graphene flake, 

the lowest layers (exposed to the attenuated laser power) would be expected to have a 

higher effective (3). Not considering this effect would lead to an underestimate of the 

nonlinear signal from a few-layer graphene flakes, particularly for large layer numbers. 

Further work will be needed to verify this effect as the source of the deviation between 

theory and experiment.  

The background in the 2D histogram arises from boundary areas that overlap 

different layers within the image resolution. Note that the resolution is significantly 

better for the nonlinear approach; for instance, a small 5-layer region (labeled in Figure 

4.12 (a)) is clearly shown in the top histogram (of the nonlinear signal), but almost buried 

in the background in the right histogram panel. The fact that these ‘islands’ are thinner 

across the x-axis further confirms the higher resolution of the nonlinear method 
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compared to transmission. For large numbers of layers, the incremental change in the 

nonlinear signal gets smaller, and the variations in the laser intensity of the scanning 

beam likely lead to deviations from the ideal calibration. The real significance, however, is 

that the SPM contrasts are still observable in a scattering sample, but transmission 

contrast is seriously distorted and completely useless for layer counting.  

 

Figure 4.15: Comparison of graphene flake layer counting by transmission and 

nonlinear contrast. The major panel (a) plots the 2D histogram of the number of 

layers, where the populations from blank areas are masked. The top and right 

panels plot the histogram of number of layers converted from SPM and 

transmission contrast. In (b), The SPM signal was plot as a function of number of 

graphene layers. The red curve plots the scaling model NS/(1+NS)5 with S obtained 

by fitting the small-layer transmission data. The misalignment in the top panel is 

due to this less accurate model for SPM for conversion.   
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 Imaging different graphene samples 4.5.

4.5.1. Reduced graphene oxide preparation 

Among all available methods to manufacture graphene, the reduction of 

graphene oxide (GO) is probably the most promising method for large scale production 

and the most appropriate choice for biomedical applications. In our experiment, reduced 

graphene oxide (RGO) was produced by reducing the GO made by the modified 

Hummers method, as described elsewhere [133, 134]. To make the GO, 2 g of natural 

graphite flakes, 2 g of NaNO3, and 90 ml of concentrated H2SO4 were mixed in a flask 

that was stirred in an ice bath. 12 g of KMnO4 was then added slowly to avoid 

overheating. The mixture obtained was first stirred in an ice bath for 1.5 hours and then 

at 35°C for 2 hours. Next, 90 ml nanopure water was added dropwise to dilute the 

mixture, followed by an addition of 200 ml nanopure water and 10 ml H2O2 (30%). The 

obtained mixture was then subjected to three steps of centrifugation at 16,000 rpm to 

remove the residual salts and acids.  The centrifuged slurry was collected at each step 

and dispersed in nanopure water prior to the next centrifuge step. Following 

centrifugation, a mild sonication (20 min) was used to exfoliate the GO. Next, a low-

speed centrifuge at 7,000 rpm was used to remove large, thick, multilayer GO until the 

supernatant was free of visible particles. The graphene oxide suspension thus obtained 

was used for reduction after dilution with nanopure water to the targeted concentration 

(0.25 mg/ml).  
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The reduction of GO followed the method developed by Li et al [135]. 18.0 μl of 

hydrazine solution (35% in water) and 126 μl of ammonia solution (28% in water) were 

added to 36 ml of graphene oxide dispersion in a flask. After vigorous shaking for a few 

minutes, the flask was put in an oil bath that was kept at ~90°C for 1 hour.  The solution 

was then cooled to room temperature and subjected to dialysis against ~0.5% ammonia 

solution for 24 hours to remove the excess hydrazine. Finally, gum arabic (GA) was added 

(mass ratio of 4:1 with respect to reduced graphene oxide (RGO)) to the RGO suspension 

to further stabilize the RGO sheets as a surfactant. The final GA-stabilized RGO 

dispersion is stable for several months without noticeable aggregation or precipitation.  

 

Figure 4.16: TEM images of reduced graphene oxide. The folded edges and 

wrinkles increase the effective number of layers, thus producing larger nonlinear 

signals.  

The final RGO product is characterized by high resolution TEM, and the images 

are as shown in Figure 4.16. The sample under examination is composed of small RGO 

flakes with scrabbled edges, which are attached to each other. Nevertheless, the RGO 

100 nm500 nm
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flakes are well dispersed and the number of layers is well controlled to fewer than 10. For 

optical characterization, a GA-stabilized RGO suspension is coated on a glass slide, which 

is dried overnight at room temperature and then mounted on the sample stage for 

microscopy imaging. We also use a GA-stabilized RGO suspension for cell incubation.  

4.5.2. Nonlinear optical characterization of different carbon products 

To make sure that our technique is able to discriminate graphene from other 

types of carbon products, we perform nonlinear imaging on amorphous carbon (AC), GO 

and RGO under the same conditions. All samples are made through the same procedure: 

each suspension of AC, GO and RGO is coated on a glass slide, which is then dried 

overnight at room temperature.  As shown in Figure 4.17 (a), no signal is produced in the 

nonlinear microscopy image of AC, even though a substantial amount of AC micro 

particles are obviously shown in the transmission image. This is due to the fact that AC 

does not possess any significant nanostructures. At the same power level, GO does not 

produce any appreciable nonlinear signal either (Figure 4.17 (b)), which is expected since 

GO does not possess the desired linear dispersion relation, despite the single-layer 

nature of GO. After exposure to high optical power levels, GO can, however, show strong 

nonlinear signals; we suspect this is due to the permanent light-induced reduction of 

GO[136]. In Figure 4.17 (b), the left side of the GO sample was scanned for 3 minutes 

with 4 mW input power and turned into RGO, producing significant SPM signal.  
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Figure 4.17: Transmission and nonlinear optical images of amorphous carbon (a), 

graphene oxide (b), and reduced graphene oxide (c). The strip on the left side in (b) 

is photoreduced and turned into graphene, thus it becomes less transparent and 

produces a nonlinear signal (see text). Scale bars are 20 m. The laser power is 0.7 

mW, and the objective is 40x, 0.75 NA. Acquisition speed is 6.4 s per frame, and 

the images are averaged over 4 frames. 

4.5.3. Nonlinear imaging of different graphene samples 

Figure 4.18 compares graphene samples produced by mechanical exfoliation[137], 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth and chemical RGO. Monolayer graphene 

produced by CVD extends over a large scale (up to 1mm), but the morphological 

inhomogeneity at the micrometer scale is higher than in mechanically exfoliated 

graphene flakes. Dotted bright lines in Figure 4.18 (b) may be caused by granular 

boundaries on the copper foil where the graphene monolayer is grown, and the small 

holes and bright spots are likely due to scratching or contamination during the 

production and the transformation process. Although the physical appearances of CVD 
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and mechanically exfoliated films are different, their nonlinear optical properties are 

quite similar. The nonlinear signal amplitude and phase values of single-layer exfoliated 

graphene (A=0.16±0.004, = -0.24±0.09 rad) are very close to the values for CVD 

growth monolayer graphene (A = 0.18±0.006,  = -0.21±0.07 rad). This phase is also 

almost identical for graphene flakes with different numbers of layers in Figure 4.18 (a), 

implying that SPM and TPA satisfy very similar layer-number scaling.  

 

Figure 4.18: Nonlinear amplitude and phase images of different types of graphene. 

(a) Mechanically-exfoliated few-layer graphene flakes; (b) CVD growth monolayer 

graphene transferred onto a glass substrate; (c) Gum arabic-stabilized reduced 

graphene oxide suspension dispersed on a glass coverslip. The arrow in (b) 

shows bright dotted lines that may be caused by granular boundaries on the 

copper foil. In the phase images, the low-amplitude areas are masked. All 

images are acquired with 0.7 mW input power. Acquisition time is 6.4 s per 

frame, and the images are averaged over 4 frames. The scale bar is 20 m. 

However, RGO exhibits very distinct behavior compared to the few-layer 

graphene sample. From Figure 4.18 (c) we can see that RGO flakes are well dispersed on 
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the glass coverslip, since the RGO suspension used to make this sample is stabilized with 

gum arabic. As revealed by high resolution TEM images in Figure 4.16, the edges and 

contact regions (equivalently more layers) produce much higher nonlinear signals, 

indicated by the bright edges in Figure 4.18 (c). The average signal strength is 

comparable to few-layer graphene flakes from exfoliated graphene samples, however, 

the phase in the RGO samples (-1.0±0.3 rad) is vastly different from the other two types 

of graphene, and the inhomogeneity across the sample is larger. The phase shifts 

towards TPA, indicating that the residual oxidization might result from strong nonlinear 

absorption. Another possible source for this phase variation is the morphological 

inhomogeneity of the RGO flakes.  

 In vitro imaging of graphene in breast cancer cells 4.6.

To demonstrate the ability to image graphene in biological environments by 

spectral reshaping, we acquired in vitro images of breast cancer cells incubated with gum 

arabic-stabilized RGO flakes. The cell culturing and graphene incubation are conducted 

by our collaborator Dr. Hsiangkuo Yuan from Duke University, department of biomedical 

engineering. The BT549 cancer cells were a gift from Dr. Victoria Seewaldt. Cells were 

incubated in RPMI 1640 medium (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA) containing 10% of fetal 

bovine serum (FBS), 25 mM HEPES and 0:023 U ml-1 of insulin, in an incubator with a 

humidified atmosphere (37 ºC, 5% CO2). Cells in the exponential growth phase were 

used in experiments. The 100mg/L gum arabic-stabilized RGO suspension (mass ratio: 
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gum arabic : RGO = 4:1) is diluted to a final concentration of 10 mg/L in the growth 

medium and incubated with 80% confluent BT549 cells  for 24 hours. The cells were fixed 

with paraformaldehyde (4%, 10 min) and washed with phosphate-buffered saline twice. 

A transmission image of a breast cancer cell is displayed in Figure 4.19 (a); where 

RGO flakes and aggregates are noticeable but present very little contrast. The co-

registered nonlinear optical image in Figure 4.19 (b), on the other hand, highlights only 

the distribution of RGO flakes. Overlaying SPM contrast onto the transmission image 

clearly shows how the RGO flakes are distributed within the cell and its environment 

(Figure 4.19 (c)). While the majority of the flakes are attached to the cell membrane, 

some flakes are trapped in the cytoplasm and others are floating in the culture medium. 

Although Figure 4.19 just shows images taken at a specific depth, our technique is 

capable of 3D optical sectioning, and a stack of images at different depths can be taken 

and presented in a movie file [89].  

 

Figure 4.19: In vitro graphene imaging in BT549 breast cancer cells. (a) 

Transmission contrast displaying a cell. (b) SPM contrast highlights the distribution 

of graphene flakes. (c) Composite image of both transmission and SPM contrasts. 

Laser power before the objective is 1 mW. Acquisition time is 3.2 s per frame, and 

the images are averaged over 8 frames. The scale bar is 20 m. 
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 Conclusion 4.7.

Our technique provides several potential advantages over other available 

nonlinear imaging methods. For example, pump-probe microscopy can also image 

graphene, but our homodyne technique discerns the nonlinear phase (the SPM/TPA 

ratio), which is independent of the number of layers in exfoliated and CVD grown 

graphene.  Thus phase can distinguish graphene response from the many other TPA and 

SPM processes in complex materials such as tissue. In addition, our technique utilizes a 

one-color laser system which is simpler and less expensive than the two-color laser 

system used in pump-probe and previous CARS-type FWM microscopy. 

In conclusion, we have developed a versatile nonlinear optical imaging technique 

for quantitative graphene imaging in both solid-state and biological environments. This 

technique can be easily incorporated into a commercial multi-photon microscope to 

provide additional valuable nonlinear optical contrasts. The high contrast nonlinear 

optical images can quantify the layer number of few-layered graphene flakes with high 

resolution even on a scattering surface, which might be useful in solid-state graphene 

studies and in optoelectronic applications. With 3D optical sectioning, sub-micrometer 

resolution, and fast imaging speed, our spectral reshaping nonlinear optical imaging 

technique also offers a promising way to study nano-bio interactions and the cytotoxicity 

of graphene products. 
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 Phase-cycling coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering 5.

This chapter will explore a pulse shaping technique to suppress the nonresonant 

background in coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) and to reveal the phase 

information of the nonlinear Raman signal. After introducing the basic concepts of CARS, 

we will discuss in detail the theory of this new phase-cycling CARS technique (PC-CARS). 

We will describe the experimental set up for PC-CARS and demonstrate its capability and 

high sensitivity by measuring the CARS signal of solutions of benzene in carbon disulfide 

with various concentrations. 

 Introduction to CARS 5.1.

The vibrational level structure of biomolecules could provide highly specific 

structural, metabolic and functional contrast in tissue. Infrared spectroscopy is able to 

obtain this information but its application to tissue imaging is hindered by strong water 

absorption. Raman scattering using visible or near infrared (NIR) light can penetrate 

much deeper in tissue; unfortunately, the Raman cross sections of intrinsic markers are 

generally small, and sensitive measurement techniques are required for biologically 

relevant concentrations [18]. Spontaneous Raman and CARS effects imprint the 

vibrational spectrum onto light scattered from the sample, and thus both techniques can 

be used to obtain spectroscopic information from tissue [138]. However, CARS offers 

several advantages [2, 40]. First, as a nonlinear optical technique, CARS can provide all 

the benefits mentioned in Chapter 1, including 3-D optical sectioning and better 
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performance in a scattering medium. Second, the anti-Stokes signal, which is emitted at 

a shorter wavelength with respect to the incident light, is not contaminated by 

autofluorescence. CARS has a broad range of biomedical applications, including 

metabolic imaging, imaging lipid structure and studying drug delivery.  

5.1.1. Signal generation in CARS 

 

Figure 5.1: (a) Energy level schemes of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering; (b) 

Phase matching diagram of CARS; (c) Energy level schemes of nonresonant four-

wave mixing. Solid (dashed) lines indicate real (virtual) states. 

CARS is associated with the third-order nonlinear susceptibility (3) and can be 

treated as a vibrationally-resonant four wave mixing (FWM) process [2]. As illustrated in 

Figure 5.1 (a), the combined optical field of pump Ep, Stokes Es and probe Epr light (the 

pump and probe fields are usually degenerate wp = wpr and the frequency of the Stokes 

field isws) interacts with the nonlinear medium to generate anti-Stokes light at a new 

frequency was = 2wp - ws. Assuming that both pump and Stokes fields are plane waves, 

the intensity of the anti-Stokes signal can be described as [40, 70],  
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where Ip and Is are intensities of the input pump and Stokes light, l is the thickness of the 

sample, and k is the wave vector mismatch. Because the medium is generally dispersive, 

the wave vector (2kp-ks) of the nonlinear polarization might not match the wave vector 

of the anti-Stokes field kas, as shown in Figure 5.1 (b). It is the wave vector mismatch k, 

defined as |kas –(2kp-ks)|, that makes CARS phase-sensitive. A proper phase relation 

between the interacting fields must be maintained along the propagating direction in 

order to eliminate or minimize this mismatch. Otherwise, signals from different locations 

will destructively interfere.  

To relax the phase matching condition, CARS microscopy usually employs a 

collinear geometry in which both the pump and Stokes beams are tightly focused into 

the sample. The nonlinear interaction is confined to the focal volume, leading to a very 

short interaction length l. As long as l is smaller than the coherence length lc=1/k, 

destructive interference can be prevented.  Additionally, within the focal volume, the 

wave vectors of the excitation photons possess a large range of directions; therefore 

there are always enough photons to fulfill the phase matching condition.  

There are two contributions in the anti-Stokes signal: resonant signal and 

nonresonant background [2]. As indicated in Figure 5.1 (a), the anti-Stokes signal can be 

resonantly enhanced when the frequency difference =wp-ws is tuned to the Raman 
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active vibrational transition wv We can attribute this contribution to a resonant third-

order nonlinear susceptibility 
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where is the bandwidth of the Raman line. The nonresonant background comes from 

any other third-order processes that only involve virtual states. For example, as shown in 

Figure 5.1 (c), spontaneous absorption of two photons with frequency wp and emission of 

a photon with frequency ws can generate a new photon at was without exciting a 

vibrational state. This nonresonant FWM process could be aggravated when     

approaches an electronic transition (this enhanced FWM process was used to image 

nanoparticles and graphene in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). We attribute this nonresonant 

contribution to a nonresonant third-order nonlinear susceptibility )3(

nr . Considering 

contributions from both parts, the intensity of the CARS signal can be written as 
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where ]Re[ )3(

res denotes the real part. The first term is independent of frequency 

difference and hence constitutes a purely nonresonant background. The second term is 

purely from the resonant contribution. It dominates if we are probing concentrated 

Raman scatterers, showing a prominent peak at the Raman transition. The third term 

mixes both nonresonant and resonant contributions, usually giving a dispersive line 
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shape. This mixed term distorts the line shape (i.e. shifts the position of the Raman peak 

or mixes two adjacent Raman peaks) which makes the identification of a Raman 

signature very difficult. 

5.1.2. Background suppression techniques in CARS 

To minimize the effects of the nonresonant background, conventional CARS 

techniques usually employ synchronized picosecond laser pulses for excitation. Since the 

lifetime of the vibrationally excited states is on the picosecond time scale, excitation with 

picosecond lasers can significantly improve the signal-to-background ratio. The reason 

for using picosecond laser pulse is even more straightforward in the frequency domain. 

Picosecond (pump, probe and Stokes) laser pulses have a bandwidth close to the Raman 

transition width. As a result, the CARS signal is optimally enhanced when the frequency 

difference between pump and stokes match the Raman shift.  

Additional background suppression is still needed to resolve weak Raman 

transitions or to perform CARS measurements where the concentration of molecules of 

interest is low. In both scenarios, the nonresonant background can be much greater than 

the Raman signature. Because the nonresonant background does not depend on 

frequency, background suppression is more critical for broadband CARS.  

Several CARS techniques have been invented to suppress the nonresonant 

background. The time-resolved CARS technique takes advantage of the finite lifetime of 

excited vibrational states and introduces a probe pulse at a later time (~ 1ps) to 
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eliminate the instantaneous FWM background. In this case, the signal-to-background 

ratio increases at the expense of the decrease in the resonant CARS signal, which decays 

exponentially due to the population depletion of excited states.  The three-color 

configuration also makes the instrument too complicated for imaging application. 

The signal-to-background ratio can also be improved by polarization-sensitive 

detection [139-141]. Both )3(

res  and )3(

nr  are 4th rank tensors, but they have different 

symmetries, leading to their distinct dependence on the polarization of the incident 

lasers. Therefore, by choosing a proper configuration for the linearly polarized pump and 

Stokes fields, resonant and nonresonant CARS signals can be distinguished based on 

their detected polarization direction. In this case, introducing an appropriately oriented 

analyzer can eliminate the nonresonant background with a trade off in the resonant 

signal. The polarization-sensitive detection works only if the polarization of excitation 

and emission light is preserved. However, this assumption usually does not hold in highly 

scattering media such as tissue.  

Background-free CARS is possible by performing interferometric measurement, 

which distinguishes the resonant from nonresonant polarization by taking advantage of 

the difference in their phase properties: )3(

nr  is real, while )3(

res  is a complex number.  A 

reference anti-Stokes field with a pre-determined phase (i.e., local oscillator (LO)) can 

extract the imaginary part of the resonant contribution by homodyning the signal, and 
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the local phase at the focus can be measured at the modulation frequency of the LO to 

compensate for variations caused by scattering [142, 143].   

Pulse-shaping approaches of varying complexity have also been implemented to 

suppress the nonresonant background in broadband CARS [81, 144-149]; for example, 

one approach uses the real, nonresonant polarization generated at the focus within the 

sample as a LO to interfere with the resonant component that is appropriately phase-

shifted by a pulse shaper [81], and then uses a high resolution spectrometer to extract 

the background-free Raman contribution.  The drawbacks of the existing techniques are 

that they either rely on a LO that is supplied externally to the sample and can thus not be 

perfectly controlled [142, 144-146], or uses a monochromator to spectrally analyze the 

Raman contributions [81, 147, 148].  Because of the wavelength difference between the 

CARS-generating beams and the LO, an externally supplied LO experiences a different 

effective propagation path (and fluctuations thereof), leading to an unstable interference 

with the generated CARS radiation.  The use of a monochromator is troublesome 

because its performance is inevitably degraded by scattering. 

 Theory of Phase-cycling CARS 5.2.

Here we report a phase cycling technique to suppress the nonresonant 

background. In contrast to previous methods, our approach uses a femtosecond pulse 

shaping technique with rapid update rates at a few kHz [59, 83] to generate both a static 

nonresonant LO and a phase-rotating resonant contribution at the focus within the 
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sample. These two contributions result in an inherently stable interference that can be 

recorded with a detector and a lock-in amplifier without the need for a high-resolution 

spectrometer. 

5.2.1. The principle of phase-cycling CARS 

 

Figure 5.2: Pulse shapes for phase-cycling CARS. A broadband pump/probe pulse is 

created with a narrowband portion that is incremented in phase from one pulse to 

the next, and is applied with a narrowband Stokes pulse. Both beams are linearly 

polarized along x axis. The detection is not polarization-sensitive. 

The principle of the phase-cycling CARS is illustrated in Figure 5.2.  The 

broadband pulse, serving as the degenerate pump/probe pulse, is shaped such that the 

phase  of a narrow portion in the center of the spectrum is incremented from one pulse 

to the next (the rotating portion). The spectral width of the rotating portion and the 

bandwidth of the Stokes pulse are much narrower than the pump bandwidth and are 

approximately the Raman linewidth. These two pulses interact with the third-order 

optical nonlinear susceptibility )()3()3(  resnr  , where the nonresonant susceptibility )3(

nr  

is real and assumed to be frequency independent, and the Raman susceptibility )()3( res
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is complex and depends on the difference = wp- ws between the pump and the Stokes 

frequencies. Although here we place the rotating portion in the center of the pump 

spectrum (wwp), its exact position is not critical. 

The interaction within the sample leads to static and phase-rotating polarizations.  

The static polarization is dominated by the nonresonant component (FWM), which scales 

as spnr AAP 2)3(

0 2 , where Ap and As are the square root of the intensity of the 

pump/probe and Stokes pulses, respectively. This nonresonant component gives rise to a 

broadband four-wave mixing signal centered at the anti-Stokes frequency (2wp- ws), 

which constitutes the static LO. The phase-rotating polarization has components 

originating from both )3(

nr  and )3(

res . )3(

nr generates two identical components (one for 

which the phase-rotating portion serves as the pump and the static portion as the probe, 

and another with the reverse order), which scale as   AAAP spnrnr

)3(

, 2 , where A is the 

square root of the intensity of the phase-rotating spectral component. The dominant 

resonant component   AAAP spresres )(2 )3(

,   originates from the molecular coherence 

created by the phase-rotating portion and the Stokes pulse, which is then probed by the 

broad static portion. This resonant component gives rise to a broadband anti-Stokes 

Raman signal centered at wp+w-ws, where w=wp is the frequency of the narrow rotating 

portion. We measure both quadratures of the phase-rotating component  

  wwww  sin)](Im[cos)](Re[ )3()3()3(22)3(

sressresnrspnrf AAAS 
,
 

(5.4) 
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of the anti-Stokes intensity 
2

0 )exp(  iPP   with a lock-in detector.  The out-of-phase 

component (imaginary channel) measures only the imaginary part of the Raman 

susceptibility and is background free; the in-phase component (real channel) contains 

the dispersive part of the Raman term plus a nonresonant FWM offset. Here all our input 

laser beams are linearly polarized along x direction. In a centrosymmetric material, such 

as tissue, the only tensor component we measured is (3)
xxxx. In this chapter we treat (3) 

as a scalar to represent this particular component. 

This phase-cycling CARS method is not a broadband multiplex technique, in the 

sense that it does not resolve multiple Raman transitions in a single shot; here, selectivity 

is achieved by tuning the frequency difference between the narrowband Stokes and the 

narrowband rotating portion in the broad pump spectrum (w-ws). When this frequency 

difference coincides with a Raman transition, we obtain an absorptive peak in the 

imaginary channel and a dispersive feature in the real channel. 

The femtosecond pulse shaper effectively creates a combination of a picosecond 

pulse (the rotating narrow portion) and a femtosecond pulse (the static pump), and, in 

this sense, the CARS application is similar to the ps-fs scheme reported in [148], where if 

the two pulses are out of phase (both containing a fixed inter-pulse phase) and their 

relative spectral amplitudes are carefully matched, the nonresonant background 

generated from the two pulses cancel. Note that the picosecond pulse generates a much 

larger resonant signal than the femtosecond pulse, due to its much narrower spectral 
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distribution. As a result, the total resonant signal is not balanced and does not cancel, 

and background free measurement can be achieved. In our case, however, our ability to 

dynamically rotate the phase of a narrow portion of a broadband pump lets us retrieve 

both dispersive (real channel) and absorptive (imaginary channel) Raman features. In 

addition, precise amplitude matching between the picosecond and the femtosecond 

pulse is not necessary. Finally, while the ps-fs scheme is a broadband CARS technique 

that relies on a spectrometer to obtain spectral resolution, the spectral resolution of our 

phase-cycling CARS is determined by the frequency difference between narrowband 

Stokes and the narrowband rotating component of the pump without the need for 

spectral analysis of the anti-Stokes radiation. 

 

Figure 5.3: Simulation of the phase-cycling CARS signal with a single (a) and 

multiple (b) Raman lines within the broad bandwidth of the pump/probe pulse. 

The local oscillator that is used in our technique for homodyning is spectrally 

much wider than the Raman lines to be investigated.  This ensures that even in 

congested regions of the Raman spectrum the local oscillator does not vary substantially 

when probing different Raman frequencies.  The presence of several Raman lines within 
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the broad bandwidth of the pump pulse does not produce interference cross terms, but 

merely superimposes the individual lines, as demonstrated in Figure 5.3. 

5.2.2. Comparison of phase cycling-CARS with narrowband CARS 

 

Figure 5.4: Simulation of narrowband and phase cycling CARS signal amplitudes.  

The spectral width (Stokes and pump in the narrowband case, Stokes and phase 

rotating portion in the phase-cycling case) are relative to the width of the Raman 

line.  The signal amplitudes are normalized by the factor Ep
2Es. The variations for 

low spectral widths for phase-cycling CARS are caused by the discrete values for 

the width of the local oscillator slice. 

It is instructive to compare the relative signal strengths of our phase-cycled CARS 

with those obtained by conventional narrowband CARS.  For a large nonresonant 

susceptibility (as is present in low-concentration samples) narrowband CARS, as a 

function of detuning, yields a dispersive line shape with a large nonresonant offset. We 

therefore regard the difference between the maximum and the offset as the usable 

signal amplitude.  For spectrally narrow input pulses, the amplitude of this signals scales 
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as max

)3()3(22

, ]Re[ resnrspdiffNB EES  . Here,  is the spectral width of the pump and Stokes 

pulses and Ep and Es are the pulse energies of the pump and Stokes pulses, respectively.  

For phase-cycling CARS, the measurement is background-free and the peak amplitude is 

used for comparison.  In this case, the absolute signal scales as

max

)3()3(22 ]Im[ resnrspCARSPC EES  . Here,  denotes the spectral width of the Stokes pulse 

and the width of the phase-rotating spectral portion. The width of the pump pulse was 

assumed to be much larger than .  Figure 5.4compares the two signal amplitudes as a 

function of on the same scale.  In this figure, both amplitudes were normalized by the 

pulse energies Ep
2Es. We can see that for spectral widths on the order of the Raman line 

width, both techniques yield similar signal strengths for equal pulse energies.  While 

spectrally narrow excitation pulses more efficiently excite Raman transitions, the broad 

pulses amplify weaker Raman signatures with a strong local oscillator. 

 Experimental setup and results 5.3.

5.3.1. Instrumental design 

The experimental setup for our phase-cycling CARS technique is shown in Figure 

5.5. A regenerative amplifier (Coherent, RegA) operating at 20 kHz was used as the laser 

source (~ 60 fs pulses at 800 nm), where 80% of its output pumped an optical 

parametrical amplifier (Coherent, OPA 9450) to generate a broadband pump/probe 

beam (~80 fs pulses at 740 nm). This beam was then spectrally shaped with a 4-f pulse 

shaper based on an acousto-optical modulator arrangement [83]. The phase of the 
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central portion of this spectrum (~0.6 nm wide) was rotated at a rate of 5 kHz. The 

remaining portion of the RegA output was converted to the narrowband Stokes beam 

(0.6 nm spectral width, ~900 fs pulse length) by another 4-f pulse shaper acting as a 

spectral filter. Both beams were combined with a dichroic mirror and focused into the 

sample cuvette with a microscope objective (NA 0.25) resulting in a focal size of about 

1.1 m. The anti-Stokes light was separated from the transmitted beam with a 700 nm 

short-pass filter, detected with a biased photodiode, time-gated with a boxcar integrator 

(Stanford Research Systems, SR250), and measured with a lock-in amplifier (Stanford 

Research Systems, SR830) with a time constant of 1 s. To acquire a CARS spectrum, the 

frequency of the narrowband Stokes pulse was tuned by sweeping the spectral filter 

through the broad spectrum of the 800 nm input laser. 

 

Figure 5.5: Experimental setup for phase-cycling CARS. PS, pulse shaper; F, tunable 

spectral filter; OPA, optical parametric amplifier; DC, dichroic mirror; APD, 

avalanche photo diode. 
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5.3.2. Experimental results 

To demonstrate the concept of phase-cycling CARS, we measured the CARS 

spectrum of various solutions of benzene in carbon disulfide (CS2). Benzene has a 

pronounced Raman transition at 992 cm-1 (ring-stretch mode), while CS2 has no strong 

modes in the region from 750 cm-1 to 1300 cm-1 (CS2 and benzene have weak Raman 

transition at 800 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1, respectively). For comparison, we also acquired 

standard CARS spectra with narrowband (about 0.6 nm) pump/probe and Stokes pulses.  

In order to account for the variation in power when tuning the Stokes wavelength, we 

normalized the acquired traces by the signal from pure CS2. 

Figure 5.6 (a) shows the narrowband CARS spectrum for benzene (100% volume 

concentration) with a peak at around 1000 cm-1, which is distorted by the interference 

between real and imaginary susceptibilities. Decreasing the concentration leads to 

decreased signal-to-background ratios and more severe line-shape distortions. For 

volume concentrations less than 10%, the resonant signal is almost indistinguishable 

from the large nonresonant background. In comparison, Figure 5.6 (b) and (c) show the 

real and imaginary channel, respectively, obtained with phase-cycling CARS. As indicated 

by Eq. (5.4), the real channel signal is a combination of both resonant and nonresonant 

contributions, resulting in an offset dispersive line shape of the Raman transition.  In 

contrast, the imaginary signal is exclusively due to the resonant contribution, and thus 

shows an absorptive peak-like feature similar to a spontaneous Raman spectrum. 
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Figure 5.6: (a) Narrowband CARS spectrum obtained for 3 different benzene 

concentrations (15 W pump power and 48 W Stokes power). The signal was 

normalized by the signal of pure CS2.  The real (b) and the imaginary (c) channel 

signals from phase-cycling CARS (50 W pump power and 15 W Stokes power). 

The signals were normalized by the real channel signal of pure CS2. The two 

absorptive peaks at 800 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1 are due to weak Raman transitions of 

CS2 and benzene, respectively. In all cases the width of the peaks are determined by 

the spectral width of the pulses, not by the width of the Raman line (~1.5 cm-1). 

According to Eq. (4), the signal of our measurement should scale linearly with the 

Stokes power and quadratically with the pump power. These scaling behaviors are 

confirmed with measurements based on the 10% volume concentration solution as 

shown in Figure 5.7 (a). Eq. (4) also predicts that for low benzene concentrations, the 

phase-cycling CARS signal scales linearly with concentration, which we confirmed with 

measurements shown in Figure 5.7 (b). Here, the uncertainty (error bars in Figure 5.7 (b), 

given by the fluctuation of the lock-in amplifier) is almost constant for different volume 

concentrations. It limits the sensitivity of the current experimental setup to 0.5% volume 

concentration (when the signal is equal to the uncertainty), corresponding to about 108 

benzene molecules in the focal volume. This uncertainty is largely dominated by our 

detection electronics (primarily by the boxcar amplifier), which prevents shot-noise 

limited detection.  We expect a substantial improvement by adapting this phase-cycling 
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CARS approach to a rapid pulse shaping technique for mode-locked lasers recently 

developed in our group [60]. 

 

Figure 5.7: (a) Dependence of the strength of the imaginary signal component at 

1000 cm-1 (absorptive peak value) of phase-cycling CARS on the input Stokes and 

pump power.  (b) Absorptive peak value of phase-cycling CARS as a function of 

benzene concentration in CS2. Linear fitting on a log-log scale results in a slope 

value of 1.05 ± 0.05. 

To further explore the properties of the phase-cycling CARS technique, we 

compared our experimental result with numerical calculations, as shown in Figure 5.8 (a) 

and (b).  In these figures we notice weak, broad, negative wings in proximity to the 

narrow Raman line.  These wings originate from the combination of two interference 

terms: one is between nonresonant static polarization and resonant phase-cycling 

polarization, the other is between resonant static polarization (it is neglected in the 

previous theory section, because it is much smaller than the nonresonant static 

polarization) and nonresonant phase-cycling polarization. These two terms have 

opposite phase and should cancel; however, due to the factor of 2 in the first term, we 
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have one contribution left. In order to reduce this effect, we can refine the phase profile 

of the rotating portion of the pump/probe pulse by inserting a  phase step in the center 

of the rotating portion [150, 151].  While this phase step does not affect the generated 

static LO, it suppresses the nonresonant rotating FWM contributions (P,nr) that are 

responsible for the broad wings and the large offset of the real channel.  Because the 

introduced phase step can enhance or counteract the inherent change in the phase 

profile of a Raman resonance depending on its relative phase, lock-in detection can 

selectively extract the narrow resonant Raman contribution (P,res).  In contrast to [149], 

however, it is not necessary to closely match the details of the Raman phase profile (we 

approximate it with a  phase step), easing the demands on the pulse shaper.  Figure 5.8 

(c) and (d) show calculations and experimental data for such a phase shape. Here the 

width of the phase-rotating component is about 20 cm-1 with the  phase step at its 

center.  The reduction of the width of the negative wings in the imaginary channel and 

the suppression of the large nonresonant offset in the real channel are apparent. The 

small offset in the real channel of the experimental data in Figure 5.8 (d) is likely due to a 

slightly asymmetric shape of our pump/probe spectrum. 
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Figure 5.8: Simulation (a) and experimental (b) data for a uniform rotating phase 

component.  Simulation (c) and experimental (d) data for a rotating phase 

component that contains a phase step. Insets in (a) and (c) show the phase profile 

of the rotating component. The sample was 20 vol-% benzene in CS2. For the 

simulation, only one Raman transition was considered. 

 Conclusion and outlook 5.4.

Our technique could offer several potential advantages for tissue imaging.  The 

local oscillator used for amplification does not have to be supplied, but is generated 

from ubiquitous, nonresonant four-wave mixing processes at the focus (co-localized with 

the Raman signal), which provides a stable phase reference even in a highly scattering 

environment.  For weak Raman scatters, the out-of-phase component provides 
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absorptive Raman signatures, while the in-phase component provides essentially the 

strength of the LO. In the case of non-uniform four-wave mixing generation (i.e. if FWM 

itself generates contrast), the in-phase component could be used for normalization of 

the Raman contrast. Although we cannot record multiple Raman transitions in a single 

shot, selecting different frequencies out of a broadband Stokes spectrum produces a 

different vibrational contrast, and a very rapid update is possible.  One disadvantage to 

our technique as compared to the narrowband case is that at the same power, a broader 

spectrum leads to a shorter pulse and a larger peak intensity, which might limit the 

maximum laser power in biological imaging.  

Our current experimental setup uses an amplified laser system with a pulse-shape 

repetition rate of 20 kHz, with which high-speed imaging of biological tissue is not 

feasible.  Also, the threshold of photodamage of tissue samples is easily reached due to 

the high peak intensity of the laser. However, we can extend the pulse shaping technique 

to 80 MHz mode-locked lasers with lower peak intensity, with a minimum modification 

of the rapid pulse shaper.  We have to replace the edge filter with a notch filter or a 

band-pass filter and phase-shift the local oscillator. When combined with a suitable dual 

color source, this proposed rapid pulse shaper should make PC-CARS suitable for high-

speed imaging applications.  

In addition to CARS, there is another coherent Raman imaging technique, 

stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), which has advanced very rapidly in the past few years. 

SRS takes the advantage of the high sensitivity pump-probe detection technique 
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developed in Warren’s group [45, 52-54]. By modulating the pulse intensity of the pump 

(or Stokes) beam at a MHz rate and measuring the induced Raman gain in the Stokes 

beam (or Raman loss in the pump beam), one can achieve extremely high sensitivity with 

the standard dual-color laser sources that are typically used in CARS. For a detailed 

comparison between CARS and SRS please refer to papers from Xie’s group [56, 57]. It is 

very challenging for PC-CARS to achieve sensitivity higher than that of SRS; however, PC-

CARS can produce phase information on the third nonlinear optical susceptibility, which 

is very unique among all existing nonlinear optical imaging technique. The full potential 

of PC-CARS is yet to be explored. 

In conclusion, we described a homodyne coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering 

technique based on femtosecond laser pulse shaping (phase-cycling) and demonstrated 

it with an amplified laser and AOM-based pulse shapers. This technique utilizes a self-

generated nonresonant background as a local oscillator to retrieve phase information on 

the Raman signal. This technique benefits from being insensitive to scattering and could 

therefore be applicable for imaging vibrational modes in highly scattering samples such 

as tissue 
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